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Author’s Preface 

 
 
Carl Jung's The Black Books (1913–1932) are rich with thousands of images that inspired, 

affected and took over Jung’s psyche transporting him to a new realm of consciousness.  As 

raw psychic creativity, The Black Books demand a different type of Auseinandersetzung or 

confrontation than standard text.  For me the blood image --and the power of a text 

written in blood --has a living presence “as a transpersonal wound and womb with well-

defined tension of opposites that points beyond itself to the unknown.”i  Furthermore,  

 

Contemplating the image with the awareness of opposites that 
constitute it creates an attitude that opens imagination…We really see 
the image when we see its essential polarity of which image is the 
transcendent function as a symbol arising to reconcile the poles.ii  

 

Come with me on the train through Schaffhausen, on the journey that persists through 

The Black Books, through the horrors of war and violence and the emergence of new life 

everywhere.  If it is shocking, let us be shocked.  If it runs off the rails it may bleed onto 

the page. 

 

In 1913 in Schaffhausen, images of blood, a sea turned to blood, signaled Jung’s entry into 

what would become his transformation and the birth of analytical psychology.  These were 

horrific images and images that he could not ignore leading to his descent and journey 

recorded in The Black Books.   As a sustained imaginal gaze, this paper traces the blood 

image throughout The Black Books: how it appears, reflects various contexts in which the 

image presents itself, how it connects to other images.  As we follow the image of blood 

circulating through the bloodlines of The Black Books, we come to experience being swept  
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into an imaginal journey that loosens the limits of perception and takes us outside of time 

and boundaries, flowing and changing as if the “I” were recreated in the poiesis.  The 

image spoke through my intuition, sensation, thinking and feeling for the material. 

 

I will begin with a discussion of poiesis and creation moving then to trace the blood image 

through Jung’s The Black Books.  Next, I will amplify the meaning of blood; its biology; 

historical conception in the quaternity of humours; bloodletting; alchemy; Gnostiscism; 

vampirisim and blood sorcery before returning in a circulatio to the beginning. Circulating 

through the text are fantasy, reverie, poetry, projection and inspiration from fields of 

photography, sculpture, science, art and performance. 

 

The spirit and visceral quality of The Black Books demands more than a traditional left-

brain exposition. You will not find that here. This is a difficult and unusual work that 

contemplates an image and bleeds onto the page emphasizing for us in 2022 that no 

human hands are clean. 

 

 
 
Notes Attribution 

 
i Notes from Sylvester Wojtkowski, The Origins of C.G. Jung’s Psychology Project: The Black Books, Parts 1 

and 2, Seminars, 2021. 
ii Ibid.  
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Dedication 

 

This paper is dedicated to victims of blood war, violence and blood prejudice and 

to the artists who make their reality visible. 
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    Figure 1.  Circulation of blood in a fetus illustrated by 
                                                       Charles Dessilines D’ Orbigny (1806-1876) 

Poiesis is derived from the ancient Greek ποίησις, which means “creation, production.”1       
The word is also used as a suffix, as in the biological term hematopoiesis, the formation          

of blood cells, and erythropoiesis, the formation of red blood cells. 

“He is the flesh spirit, the blood spirit, he is the extract of all bodily juices, the spirit of the 
sperm, the spirit of menstruating, of the urine and the faeces, of the liver, of the heart, of the 
lungs, of the eyes, of the ears, of the genitals, of the legs, of the hands, of the bowels, but not 
of the brain, yes, also of the brain, but of its liquid and fibers, of what is conjoined and not 

single in the brain. Not the spirit of the cells, not from the nucleus, but from the protoplasm.” 
 

–The Black Books, Book 5, 242 
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Blood and the Liquid “I” 

“It was not the mixture, O men, of blood and breath  
that made the beginning and substance of your souls,  

though your earthborn and mortal body is framed of those things. 
 But your soul has come hither from another place.”2 

   - Empedocles 

“Your patients are real people.  They bleed.”  

   - Anonymous 

From their originations in the marrow of our bones, blood cells course through the 

veins of the living carrying elements of stardust in an ever-flowing river that defines 

life3.  To the beat of the heart and the activities of billions of cells, the blood flows 

through the body in a consistent cycle of red to blue progression, regression.  As the 

blood is so purely unique and present tense, it is the perfect mythologem for the 

constantly changing present tense liquid “I” of any given moment.  Blood carries our 

identity, our legacy, markers of intergenerational trauma and trace clues to crimes and 

murders.  It is also the subject of scientific and data analysis, but science has never 

been able to synthesize it as a substance.  It remains a gift of the Gods or the creator, 

and fresh blood offers our testament of offering to the hungry, desirous, disembodied 

spirits of the underworld -- the ultimate offering of the living to the dead.  We drink it 

symbolically to celebrate the incarnation of God in Jesus Christ. 

 

Jung’s Black Books turning into The Red Book are books of blood bathed in experiences 

of blood, and blood flows through the narrative offering its nourishment and power and 

bringing the books to life.4  The initial images of blood in the books are recorded 

records of Jung’s visions that initiate the descent into the underworld.5  He sees the 
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visions on the train to Schaffhausen -- fields and mountains and landscape bathed in 

blood, later realizing this is a precognitive vision of mass destruction and bloodshed in 

the collective unconscious and war.  Red blood, we know throughout history, satiates or 

evokes the dead spirits, leading to sacrificial rites of this most holy liquid identity of 

individual human beings and animals.  As a typology, blood invokes sensation, visceral 

response, a sacred ceremonial on the outside and a symphonic river of renewal and life 

on the inside.  Unconsciously, our blood flows throughout our bodies in its own world 

of syncopation and rhythms.  

 

  

Figure 2.  Blood the Elixir of Life  

 

Inkwell of heme you flow through my body swish swishing a red river of 

emotions bathing all the nails on the cross, red with the blood of the 

chosen one.  A murdered, murdering ruby indictment, a Valentine of the 

lost souls.  Come hither, feed, eat and I will refresh you.6 

Poiesis (from the Ancient Greek: ποίησις) is “creative production.”  Poiesis is 

etymologically derived from the ancient Greek term ποίησις, which means “creation, 
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production” and “ποιεῖν,” which means “to make, create, produce.”7  As a nomen 

actionis, poiesis carries verbal action in a noun and a nuance of bringing into being 

that which did not exist before.  The word is also used as a suffix, as in the biological 

term hematopoiesis, the formation of blood cells, and erythropoiesis, the formation of 

red blood cells.  

This reverie envisions the creative imagination arising from the soul as it is born in the 

marrow of the bones and develops in differentiation flowing through and enlivening 

the body and then written in blood.  It is a poiesis of the essence of our red blood in 

The Black Books as a scientific mythologem with impacts from language, literature, 

war theory and other blood red sources.  It aims to quicken the heart and unite love 

and war in a theme of emergence and emergency and to celebrate the liquid connective 

tissue that ushers in birth, the feminine, the life force and the blood ties that bind.  As 

with the rivers flowing though the earth, we can say of our collective blood heritage: “I 

am the river and the river is me.” 

 

Part I - The Black Books Blood in Volumes 1 - 7 
  (Blood and Bleeding References are in Red in This Section) 

The Black Books, Volume 1 

Bloody Seas 

The Black Books, Volume 1 introduces the metaphor and image of blood in the factual 

background of Jung’s initial visions and also in its overall commentary and initiation 

into the series.  The bleeding wound spewing forth mockery from the darkness 

suggests blood and a coagulated wound, but Jung’s “I” notes that the wound still 

bleeds, and we realize that we are dealing with an ever-bleeding wound.  Blood 
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flows with the liquid “I” throughout the journey.  We travel into the scene and 

experience the bloody vision through the window of the train’s glass as an observer, 

but we are only just being informed and primed from a distance.  As Jung notes, “I 

realized that a frightful catastrophe was in progress, towns and people were destroyed, 

and the wrecks and the dead bodies were tossing about on the water.  Then the sea 

turned to blood.  At first, I was only looking on dispassionately, and then the sense of 

the catastrophe gripped me with tremendous power.” (18, v.1)  This evokes and 

presages Biblical Revelation.  In Revelation 16:1, “3 The second angel poured out his 

bowl on the sea, and it turned into blood like that of a dead man, and every living 

thing in the sea died.  4 The third angel poured out his bowl on the rivers and springs 

of water, and they became blood.”8 

     

              Figure 3. A satellite image of the Nile using infra-red technology colors the river in red  

                                                        (European Space Agency 2006)  
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The Bible in Exodus 7:14 - 11:10 talks of The First Plague: Water Turned to Blood.  

“14 Then the Lord said to Moses, Pharaoh's heart is hardened; he refuses to let the 

people go. 15 Go to Pharaoh in the morning, as he is going out to the water. Stand on 

the bank of the Nile to meet him and take in your hand the staff that turned into a 

serpent. 16 And you shall say to him, ‘The Lord, the God of the Hebrews, sent me to 

you, saying, “Let my people go, that they may serve me in the wilderness.” But so far, 

you have not obeyed. 17 Thus says the Lord, “By this you shall know that I am the 

Lord: behold, with the staff that is in my hand I will strike the water that is in the Nile, 

and it shall turn into blood. 18 The fish in the Nile shall die, and the Nile will stink, 

and the Egyptians will grow weary of drinking water from the Nile.” 19 And the Lord 

said to Moses, “Say to Aaron, ‘Take your staff and stretch out your hand over the 

waters of Egypt, over their rivers, their canals, and their ponds, and all their pools of 

water, so that they may become blood, and there shall be blood throughout all the 

land of Egypt, even in vessels of wood and in vessels of stone. 

 

Figure 4. The First Plague: Water Turned to Blood  
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20 Moses and Aaron did as the Lord commanded. In the sight of Pharaoh and in the 

sight of his servants he lifted up the staff and struck the water in the Nile, and all the 

water in the Nile turned into blood. 21 And the fish in the Nile died, and the Nile 

stank, so that the Egyptians could not drink water from the Nile. There was blood 

throughout all the land of Egypt. 22 But the magicians of Egypt did the same by their 

secret arts. So Pharaoh's heart remained hardened, and he would not listen to them, as 

the Lord had said. 23 Pharaoh turned and went into his house, and he did not take 

even this to heart. 24 And all the Egyptians dug along the Nile for water to drink, for 

they could not drink the water of the Nile. 25 Seven full days passed after the Lord had 

struck the Nile.”9   

 

Figure 5.  Turning the Seas into Blood 
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Turning the seas into blood evokes widespread projected horror and mass 

bloodshed.  Beyond the massive scope of destruction and the loss of life, the very sea 

itself, the symbol of the unconscious, is bloodied, its ecosystem destroyed, and its 

clarity destroyed.10  A symbol of life and vitality now unleashed and flowing on a mass 

scale outside of the body means that human red blood cells from the bones of 

humanity are externalized, decimating other life forms, natural habitats, polluting and 

killing.  This is the ultimate inversion of our God’s life-giving force writ large, killing 

and evoking those killed, as red stains green and blue and horrifies.  Human 

destruction from the bones of man writ large has bled into the psyche of the man who 

is horrified but protected by window, train steel and a trajectory of movement with the 

Dream or Waking Dream ego “I” still only a passerby.   

 

Figure 6.  Bloody Forest 
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A second window scene follows, “In the winter I once stood at the window deep in the 

night and looked North.  There I saw a blood-red glow, stretched from East to West 

over the northern horizon, like the flicker of the sea seen from far.  And someone 

asked me at that time what I thought about the future of the world.  I told him that I 

hadn’t thought, but I saw blood, streams of blood.”  (19, v.1) Here the blood-red is 

affecting the light quality, and it is stretching from East to West across the whole 

world.  So, its color and its affect has moved from the water to the light of the air all 

over the atmosphere.   

 

Figure 7.  The Under a Blood Red Sky  

The affect has also moved from the sea to be reflected in the sky into the light and 

spiritual atmosphere.  Blood and its reflected red quality of emergency has also begun 

to invade Jung’s thinking and is reflected all around him in the air, light and in rivers 
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spilled and in his visions of blood and streams of blood.   In his subsequent visions 

he meets a flood, the sea of blood, and finds his barren tree whose leaves the frost has 

transformed into a remedy.  He later recalls, “And I plucked the ripe fruit and gave it 

to you and I do not know what I poured out for you, what bittersweet intoxicating 

drink, which left on your tongues an aftertaste of blood.” (37, v.1)  The blood has 

flown and seeped into the earth and into the fruit of the trees and his sensate tasting 

function.  With respect to the fury and flood of the unleashed forces of slandering, 

flood of lies and brutalization, Jung writes of “man’s incapacity to call a halt to the 

bloody demon”11 (56, v. 1) in an exorcist-like bloody terror image, as the blood is 

now incarnate in the demon form.  

   

            Figures 8 & 9. Demon Chick Valkia the Bloody, Huai Yu Wang & The Blood Demon, Natalie Holland  
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The Black Books translators as well have engaged in blood sacrifice, compellingly 

writing, “As for what translators do, you are sacrificing yourself for someone else’s 

voice and thrust, even if they are dead, not because you cannot write but because you 

can sense the spirit in their effort and feel drawn to giving it your own blood, your bit 

of sacrifice….We acknowledge a mythic act as our model: in the archaic Greek nekyia, 

the blood sacrifice poured into a pit to attract the buzzing spirits of the dead (“blood 

for the ghosts,” in Pound’s phrase, for his own appropriation of Homeric practice). To 

get to this zone is to lift and carry alertly and nakedly, but also to fall under Jung’s 

influence. Our sensibilities were affected to a degree that others might find peculiar.” 

(118-119, v.1) 

 

 

Figure 10. Blood Ghost II – Michael Haight12, 2016 
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                   Figure 11. Blood Ghost Mural, 2016 – Michael Haight  

      Installation shot of Blood Mural, installed on the second floor  

                              intensive care unit of the abandoned LA Metropolitan Medical Center. 

 

Near the beginning of the enterprise, one of The Black Books translators wrote in his 

journal: 

“Sensation today of the work once again coursing through my veins. 

Mediumistic feeling.  Giving myself over to it, my voicing, my verbal 

articulation.  The voice of the dead, of the shades.  The presences that will 

enter the public stage, through the medium of my pen, my language.  

Speak, indeed, you dead! Receive my libations.  Resound forth once more!” 

(119, v.1)  
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Another in response to the completion of the translation, recalled a strikingly relevant 

passage from Nietzsche: 

 

 “Of all things I love only that which is written with blood.  Write with 

blood: and you will discover that blood is spirit.” (119, v. 1)  

 

The Black Books and The Red Book began in blood in the bones of Carl Jung.  The 

narrative bleeds and flows and is visceral.  

 

Figure 12. Schüttbild – Hermann Nitsch13, 1998 
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Figure 13. The Black Books Text 

 

Figure 14.  Carl Jung (front row, right) at Clark College, 1909 
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Figure 15.   Red Sky – Siriwat Limsuvech 
 

The Black Books, Volume 2 
 

Bloody Springs 
 

As The Black Books, Volume 2 begins, we are immediately confronted with blood, and 

it flows throughout as an initiation into the work, the work of Jung’s “I” calling to and 

confronting his living soul.  The wounded and bleeding heart spewing mockery from 

the darkness is the first blood image, and the blood arteries of the symbols flow 

throughout the work, staining, enlivening, sacrificing, imparting increased tempo of the 

beating heart over 100 years after written in blood.  Although the stabbing wound  

spewing forth mockery from the darkness of the wound suggests blood and a 

coagulated wound, “I” notes that “Blessed is he who has also overcome his own 
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mockery.  But you see that the wound still bleeds, and that I am far from being able to 

pretend that I do not hear my own mockery.” (152, v.2)  The bloody wound evokes the 

Amfortas wound that never heals and bleeds afresh.  It is a psychic wound 

bleeding, and the mockery spews forth.  The bleeding wound is the unhealed 

wound and also the wound felt anew.  Psychic disturbance is repeatedly activated.   

When humans see blood wounds and blood crime scenes, bloody wounds or blood 

splatters, these evoke a visceral reaction -- this is human and universal.  This may 

evoke terror.  A bleeding wound is an unattended wound, a wound that has been 

reactivated.  A complex and a mocking voice act to repeatedly disturb.  But in analysis 

we seek to let the wounds bleed in session with the hopes that the healing 

environment will bring them to air.    We generally trust in the body to heal the 

wound, but psychic wounds in complexes tend to mock and repeat like the voices of 

the harpies or like the Promethean wound where birds pick at the wound and then it 

heals only to be re- traumatized. 

.                   
 

Figures 16 -17.  The Agony of Prometheus and the Ever-Bleeding Wound  
                    
                                 The Torture of Prometheus by Prometheus by Nicolas-Sébastien 
                                   Salvator Rosa (1646–1648)            Adam, 1762 (Louvre) 
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Figure 18.  Self, 1991 – Mark Quinn14 

 

The blood, the flowing blood, continues with 12.XII.13 after Jung as “I” falls with his 

soul along the gray rocks into the cave, with the ground covered in black water and the 

luminous red stone, and then encounters the bloody severed head of the wounded 

man, the large black beetle, the thousand voices, then, “One more gaze into the depths 

— a red stream like blood springs up, like thick red blood, surging for a long time 

then ebbing.” (169, v.2) The bloodied head evokes terror in contrast to the rational.  

Sight, sound, touch are brought to bear.  Jung’s “I” is now in it -- in the cave and in the 

cold water, no longer distant or protected.  The bloody head of the man is damaged 

knowledge, brain trauma, the beaten, the suffering.  He is in the cold depths and 

frozen, but the bloodied head is the mark of trauma and the death of cold-blooded 

reason.  The bloodied head is a trophy of war and cannibal practices.  It carries 
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supernatural power.  It is also the indication of atonement for a crime as in an 

execution by beheading.  Here in the filmscript, the eye of “I” goes to the bloodied 

head, so we can consider the head.  Severed heads and body parts are used in black 

magic.  A severed head is also a warning sign of murder, severance, perversion 

indicating a high level of violence and anger, a very major transgression.  Receiving 

the head and eating the liver or heart bequeathed extraordinary power to the victor -- 

Jeffrey Dahmer severed head.  It is the mark generally of white serial killers.15    

 

                                          Figure 19. Megasoma	Actaeon	Scarab	Rhino	Beetle	Wings	Open 

 

In the cave, “He does not know—or is he numb—frozen in the icy cold in the posture of 

a swimmer—an immensely large black beetle floats past—like a scarab—from the 

deepest reach a sun is radiating through the water—I cannot grasp it—curled up 

serpents on the dark rock, striving toward the depths, where the sun shines duller. A 

thousand serpents crowd around, veiling the sun—deep night—the water rushes. I 

stand exhausted, noise from a thousand voices is echoed from the walls of the cave.  
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Figure 20. Cave Image 1 

Ruhrpottjung⚒ @Zersorger 

 

 

Figure 21. Cave Image 2 

Ruhrpottjung⚒ @Zersorger 
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How noisy is this upper world. Too much hustle that destroys the vision.  One more 

gaze into the depths—a red stream like blood springs up, like thick red blood, surging 

for a long time, then ebbing.”  (169, v.2).  Contrasting to the cold, Jung’s “I”’s blood 

boils, speaking of anger and outrage in 16 XII 13 that, “the blood boils in me and I 

would strangle you if I could seize you” and saying, “You weave the thickest darknesses, 

my soul, and I am like a madman caught in your net.” (172, v.2)16  Boiling blood is 

affect and anger welling up and surging in a bodily system in response to stimuli or 

emotion and taking over the blood flow, heightening red and temperature.  In 

contrast, the serpents symbolize “cold-blooded, inhuman contents and tendencies of 

an abstractly intellectual as well as a concretely animal nature: in a word, the extra-

human quality in man… It expresses his fear of everything inhuman and his awe of 

the sublime, of what is beyond human ken.”17 

   

Figures 22 & 23. Close-Up of Snake At Night – Fauzan Maududdin  
Close -Up Of Snake On Branch Against Black Background  – Ganjar Rahayu  
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Figures 24-26. Snakes. See Figures 22 & 23 & Female Pope's Pit Vipe - Arun Roisri 

 

Figure 27. Red Sided Garter Snakes Mating in spring, in limestone caves 
Narcisse, Manitoba, Canada - Lorraine Swanson 
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Figures 28 - 30 See Figures 24- 26 
 
 

 
 

Figure 31. White Desert, Egypt Gobi Mongolia, Condé Nast Traveler 
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Figure 32. Gobi Mongolia Desert, Condé Nast Traveler 
 
 

Jung’s “I” suffers in the desert before the damned arrows, bloody mist and arrows to 

the heart before meeting Salome and Elijah. From the desert, Eros appears with 

Salome, bloody mist blurs his eyes and someone loads lead onto “I”’s shoulders.  The 

appearance of Salome brings further blood into the scene as Elijah speaks with “I”, 

 

 “I am Elijah and this is my daughter Salome.” 

The daughter of Herod? The bloodthirsty woman? 

“Why do you judge so harshly? You see that she is blind—and my 

daughter, the daughter of the prophet.” (180, v.2) 
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Figure 33.  Salome (II) (1900), oil on canvas, by Lovis Corinth (1858–1925), 
Museum der Bildenden Künste Leipzig, Leipzig. 

 

When Salome asks, “Do you love me?” (180, v.2) “I” gets scared, and all the blood 

pushes to his heart.18  “I” sees Salome as Salome whose “hands are stained with the 

blood of the holy one” (181, v.2) and who “shamefully shed his precious blood.” 

(181, v.2)  “I” asks, “How can I love you?  How do you come to this question? I see only 

one thing, you are Salome, a tiger, and your hands are stained with the blood of the 

holy one.19  How should I love you?” (181, v.2)  “I” is fearful and reviled to share love, 

calling Salome “a bloodthirsty and horny—monster” (182, v.2)20   As the scene shifts, 

“Wordlessly Elijah and Salome step inside the house. I follow them reluctantly.  A  
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feeling of guilt torments me—is it bad conscience? I would like to turn back.  But I 

have to, I feel it.” (186, v.2)   

 

Figure 34.  Bloody handprints – Ponytail1414 

 

The scene continues, “The hall is bleak.  There is the shining crystal. I need to walk up 

to it and look into its play of fire. I see in a fiery corona the mother of God with the child 

as if in an old painting.  Peter stands to her left, bowing.  Peter alone with the keys—the 

Pope with a triple crown in a festive audience —a sitting Buddha appears in a circle of 

fire—now a many-armed Kali,—this bloody Goddess—now Salome herself desperately 

wringing her hands, now that white shape of a girl with black hair—my own soul—and 

now that white shape of a man, which also appeared to me at the time—it resembles 

Michelangelo’s  sitting Moses—it is Elijah.” (186-87, v.2)  Kalī, also called Doorgā, is 

known as “the blood-craving goddess”21 “The blood of one human victim, it is said, 

“gives her a gleam of pleasure that endures a thousand years; and the sacrifice of 

three men together, would prolong her ecstasy for a thousand centuries.”22  It’s a 

striking contrast to the image of Salome with the head on the plate, looking very 

Western-classical and reserved.  Kali is wild looking, ecstatic and reveling in the 

bloodied head.  
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Figure 35.  Kali Trampling Shiva – Ravi Varma 
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Figure 36.  Andrea Solario (c.1465–1524), Salome with the  

Head of Saint John the Baptist, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

 
“I” next sees the child with the white serpent in his right hand and the black serpent in 

his left hand.  He sees the green mountain, the cross and streams of blood flowing 

from the summit of the mountain.  “I” then is told that he is Christ and stands with 

outstretched arms like someone crucified with body taut and horribly entwined by the 

serpent.  With the appearance of the red knight “I” engages in discourse and is asked 

about the blood sacrifice of Christians, “Do you not believe that all that struggle and all 

these blood sacrifices left no mark on the soul of the Christian?” (201, v.2)  “Sacrificial 

rituals of the Old Testament indicate the “immense unpayable debt of sin, and the 
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incalculable amount of blood needed to bring life back to a dead soul.” 23  “Mankind, 

deserving of death, could only be redeemed by the blood of something great enough 

to cover all humanity, and nothing could be that great but the Divine Himself.  When 

Jesus Christ came, He was the perfect sacrifice, without blemish.  As the animals 

offered had to be pure, He was perfect, without sin. And as death was required, 

someone had to die.  The blood of life had to be poured out on the dead, mankind, and 

the scapegoat had to take on the sin of the people.”24  

 

The death of the comrade at the Inn coughing with blood, half choking and spewing 

blood25 follows as the comrade “sullied with blood twice over” (213, v.2) is the next 

blood confrontation.  “I” who hurried to raise him now has blood on his hands, “I 

look at my bloodstained hands/ As if I were a murderer or a sacrificer.”26  (213, v.2) 

Bloodstained hands are the hands of the murderer or sacrificer.  As in the Jean Paul 

Sartre quote “Moi j'ai les mains sales.  Jusqu'aux coudes.  Je les ai plongées dans la 

merde et dans le sang.” (“Me, I have dirty hands.  Up to the elbows. I have plunged 

them the shit and the blood.”)  The murder or sacrifice may be stained with the 

blood of the victim.  Blood with its intense pigmentation attracts the attention of the 

living and the dead.  The red of the hemoglobin and the bloodstain does not so easily 

wash away but rather leaves a mark. 
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                                        Figure 37.  Bloody Hands, The Lund Report  

 

From the distant blood of the fields where Jung is an observer of a scene clarifying his 

vision on the Schaffhausen train and from the blood spewing forth in the dream of the 

black scarab where Jung is an observer, the blood becomes immediate when Jung 

confronts his soul, and the wound of his heart mocks his intellect, his false prophecy 

and his having been distanced, clinically clean and in his head.  In these first scenes of 

The Black Books, “I” immediately confronts blood, sticky, red, flowing, spewing blood 

uniting his bleeding wound with the blood bonds of ages past, and blood is all over 

his environment, as wounded, as sufferer, as murderer as beheaded and as the 

bleeding almost dead and just barely saved. 

 

The Black Books 2 final scene ends with “I” crying out, “my blood, my precious life 

blood trickles away between these stones.” (214, v.2)27  This juxtaposes the bleeding 

living “I” with the hard and deadened stones.28  
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Figure 38.  Blood Stone, Sevendust, 2020 

 
 

The Black Books, Volume 3 
 

Blood in Ritual Sacrifice 
 

“The shedding of blood in ritual sacrifice, which is believed to release the vital force 

that sustains life, precedes most ceremonies in which blessings are sought from the 

ancestors or divinities.”29  In Jung’s case the initial visions of blood set him in motion 

as a sacrificial lamb of rationality on the altar of religion and the psyche.  He did not 

create The Black Books and The Red Book. The Black Books and The Red Book created 

him.  His “I” moves around because he is the sacrificial object. 
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Figure 39.   Sedlec Ossuary- Human skulls and bones UNESCO in Kutna Hora town,  

Central Bohemia, Kutna Hora, Czech republic, Europe 

 

Confronting Izdubar, Jung’s “I”’s heart bleeds all over the scene, showing extreme 

feeling and distress at the thought of leaving the mighty one without having done 

enough to help while the heavens and the waters partake.  “A sea of blood foams at our 

feet…Blood and fire mix themselves together in a ball” while “a new sun escapes 

blazing from the bloody sea” (115, v.3) and “the sun sinks blood red into the lap of 

glowing clouds in bright crimson.” (121, v. 3)   

 

“My heart bleeds at the thought of leaving you here, mighty one, without having done 

the upmost to help you,” Jung’s “I” says to the dying Izdubar. (126, v.3)  “My heart 
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bleeds” indicates bleeding out as if his heart and arteries are split apart -- a sign of 

great distress.  This is also a counterpoint to the intellectual and thinking function 

dialogue and the debate on science vs. poison.  This is an emotional, hemoglobin-level 

reaction at the somatic, blood level which is an emergency and visceral -- not an 

intellect assessing guilt -- the hemoglobin reaction is immediate, and it affects Jung’s 

body and his physical organs - Eros and love over Logos.  “Your poison,” Izdubar, says, 

“can only destroy and not heal.” (126, v.3)  The bleeding heart leads to the solution, to 

the action, the realization of the fantasy and the shrinking into the egg. 

 

In this next most gruesome of scenes, the naked, violated woman surrounded by the 

purple clad sinuous serpent-like bodies of the violators has pierced the eye of one 

attacker with a ring, halting and freezing the attack and threatening to sever the eye 

while the streak of blood marking evil moves down the middle of the marked head. (133, 

v. 3)  

 

The portending moves to the horrific: “the body of a half-naked small girl—her body 

covered with terrible stab and slash wounds—smeared with blood - the head is a 

mash of blood with hair and whitish pieces of bone—surrounded by stones smeared 

with brain and blood.”  (134, v.3)  The horrendous ritual sacrifice scene of a child’s 

body, bloody, slashed, mashed and pulverized while one foot is still stockinged, 

terrifies the “I” by witness alone.  As a reader, as Jung’s “I”, I hate mankind, want to 

kill the perpetrators, want to put back the legs, the head.  This is no clean death but a 

remnant of vile, slashing rage of the innocent, a harrowing orientation for the “I.”  

But witness is not enough. Tragedy is not enough.  “I” needs to taste this, to cut, to be 
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stained, to eat the seat of the ancient soul, the blood pudding.  Take, eat this is my 

body. In this sacrifice scene the liver is still firmly attached.  “I” takes his pocket knife 

and cuts it free of the ligaments, shivering with fear.  (135, v.3)  He holds it with 

bloody hands toward the figure as with an offering and completes heinous 

cannibalism30 -- take, eat this is my body, this is my damaged and undeveloped soul, 

crushed, sacrificed, immature head smashed to smithereens, bone on stone.  Take that 

intellect, take that Enlightenment, where were you when the child anima was alive?   

Eat it, taste it -- raw rubbery, smooth, evil lust. You have only the dull sweet taste of 

blood.  The slaughtered lambs, the tribes eating hearts, the magical liver into your 

mouth and gut completing the sin.  

 

Figure 40. Blood splatter background, cspandrr, Freeart.com 

 

Erythropoiesis - Mythopoesis - Symbols of Transformation 

Man makes red blood cells and man makes myths. 
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If we can feel it in our bones, then we are feeling it in the place where our new blood 

cells are being created.  It’s interesting to consider that the red, emotional blood cells 

originate in the skeletal structure of the vas, carefully protected.  The body part we 

associate with the ancestors and the part that may survive death is actually the seat of 

creation of the physical humour associated with life force and creativity.  

 

 

Figure 41.  Inside the blood vessel, white blood cells inside the blood vessel, 
High quality 3d render of blood cells, Red and white blood cells in artery, urfingus 

  
 

In The Black Books we are inside the bones of the erythro-mytho poiesis of Jung’s 

creation in the magma and marrow of the pleroma of new creation.  We are witness to a 

process that we cannot know or fully understand or guide any more than we could 

know or guide the differentiation of the stem cells into the body’s river, a blood 

journey through the body perhaps to be the cell that blushes the lover’s cheek; gets 

excreted onto a Mutant Ninja Turtles band aid, spilled on war fields, donated to a 

victim, the trace for a murder or indiscretion, the blood that bleeds out the severed 
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artery of a dissection victim or the blood cell that returns to the bones through tiny 

capillaries of which man only just recently became aware, partly depleted and recycled 

back to the magma or pleroma of stem cell possibility in the marrow of the bone, the 

alchemical vessel of erythro-mytho poiesis. We cannot cling in this rushing tide.  We 

must tap into and engage the lifestream.  

 

 

Figure 42.  Sanguis Terrae – Emily Schnellbacher Bean 
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The Black Books, Volume 4  
 
 

Bloody Rays Over the Carcass Sea 
 

The Black Books, Volume 4 brings an admonition to bleed with the bloodied 

citing Nietzsche's works for those who need more freedom, “who bleed from 

wounds and have been afflicted by actualities.”  (205, v.4)  The natural landscape, 

as if in empathy, shows that “The sun of martyrdom has arisen and is pouring 

bloody rays over the sea.”  (214, v.4). This is an image of blood immersion -- the 

return of the blood cells to be dissipated. It is a female image, kind of a reverse 

and sinking back into the womb clouds, like the bloodied sinking Western 

culture in the era of blood and war.  Pathetic fallacy -- spewing visions of 

emotion and blood -- is in full force when the “I” attributes human emotions to 

things that aren't human, such as objects, weather, or animals to make the 

environment reflect the inner experience of Jung’s “I” or other characters.  

 

Figure 43.  Sunrise with an orange blood sky with fishing boats on the horizon– Marcofinefoto (detail)  
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Figure 44.  Sunrise with an orange blood sky with fishing boats on the horizon – Marcofinefoto 
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                                                                       Figure 45.  Blood Sky of Bedford – Kieran Loney 
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As if bloodied, “[t]he sun now rises in red glory—solitary and magnificent—

exceedingly large—in it is a cross—from which a serpent hangs—now bull, slit open, 

as at the slaughterhouse—or is it an ass?  No, a ram with a crown of thorns—it is the 

crucified one himself.” (214, v.4)  As if drunk and hallucinating, the “I” sees 

transforming visions including the severed carcass of a man-sized animal slit 

vertically down the center and bleeding out -- the bloodied, cruel, visceral vision 

of carnivorous man ripping the flesh of animals in ongoing, mechanized crucifixion.  

 We should be seeing and forced to be in a Hermann Nitsch orgy while napkinned 

carnivores sip and chat.  

 

 

                               Figure 46. Schüttbild –  Hermann Nitsch, 2013 
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Figure 47. Schüttbild – Hermann Nitsch, 2013 
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Figure 48. Schüttbild –  Hermann Nitsch, 2013 

 

The crucifixion scene comes into horrific focus but slowly.  In this vision on a ship, 

Jung’s “I” sees much more.  He is inside the ship clutching to the sides of the bed and 

also takes us back to his earlier ship escape on the frozen seas, which suggests a 
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possible dream state.  The horizontal line on the wall above the radiator has become a 

scene. It’s now a railing, and Jung’s “I” can see the sea beyond it.  The line is the 

horizon, and the sun rises in red glory with the cross and the slit carcass, first serpent, 

bull slit open31, then ass, or ram or the crucified one himself.32  The son of martyrdom 

is now the sun of martyrdom arisen, as the holy one has arisen pouring bloody rays 

over the seas.  This is followed by blue sea and a white glowing sun, moving to deathly 

still as the dull thunder echoes the dull sweet taste of the crucifixion blood of the liver.  

A woman fearing childbirth or Caesarian section may feel as if she is being crucified 

or on the rack, and a rape victim might feel the same as if being crucified and being a 

piece of meat for carnivorous or mentally coercive rapists and may feel that part of 

her is always left on the rack being repeatedly cut open and slaughtered by the 

resulting PTSD.  The nakedness, exposure, meat imagery and being slit open and left 

hanging would be an image of physical or mental torture and its being ignored or 

condoned the way that the slaughtering of animals goes on all over the world away 

from view.  The university tenure systems and corporate structures put women and 

others “on the rack” all the time.  The sufferer of a parental or abuse complex may feel 

sliced and “on the rack” feeding the social system and bleeding out in silence.  
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Figure 49.  A U.S. Marine drinks the blood of a cobra –  Reuters, Damir Sagolj, 2018 

 

 “You are like the serpent that coiled around me and pressed out my blood.”  (251, v.4) 

This sounds like a mummification stage33 with the serpent squeezing out blood.  

Scientists theorize that “killing by circulatory arrest has given all constricting snakes—

which includes pythons and anacondas—an evolutionary advantage.  The quicker the 

snakes can disable their prey, the lower the chance the predator will get hurt in the 

process.”34 Rather than a suffocation mechanism, when a boa constrictor kills a rat, it 

squeezes hard enough to interfere with the animal's blood pressure, blood gases, 

blood ion balance, and heart function. “Constrictors stop the flow of blood in their 

prey, and that's causing death,” vertebrate ecologist Steve Boback explains. “And it's 

happening at a rapid pace.”35 Rapid squeezing or holding too tightly can kill a child’s 

circulation literally or psychically, as we need some boundaries and some room to 

allow blood, freedom and self to develop and flow.  Squeezing can also be familial 

squeezing into too tight a space.  Child abuse and infant death from squeezing and 

circulatory arrest is also determined forensically in crime scenes.  
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Figure 50.  Schüttbild –  Hermann Nitsch 2010 
 

Jung has written, “He who wants to be the master of this descent must celebrate a Last 

Supper with himself, and eat his own flesh and drink his own blood; which means that 

he must recognize and accept the other in himself.”36 (fn. 116, 237, v.4)  The Last 

Supper is the last meal of Jesus Christ before the crucifixion. “Eat own flesh and drink 

own blood” as a choice or as a form of torture or war crime is reported.  Some 

“modern” people will engage in self-cannibalism by ingesting their own blood or skin 

while others will drink their own blood, a practice called auto-vampirism.37 

 

In a dream, a patient might feel she is eating her brain or eating her heart and may 

feel unresolved distress or sibling or other rivalry as in “eat your heart out.”  

Similarly, a person may have suicidal or abuse fantasies of a slow death or wanting 
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to sever and eat a specific body part possibly symbolically feeling crippled or wanting 

to sever psychic functions.  Drinking one’s own blood might suggest a self-loop of 

autoeroticism. With assisted suicide it is also possible to “go out in style” and host 

one’s own last supper.  

 

 

Figure 51.  The Last Supper ca. 1325–30 –  Ugolino da Siena (Ugolino di Nerio)  
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The Black Books, Volume 5 

 
     Bleed for Humanity 
 

Here Jung’s “I” has intense interactions after first reflecting on Nietzsche’s expression 

“ultimate solitude” and receiving “A ram with crooked horns and a bit of a tail, a 

harmless image of Satan—can you use it?” (204, v.5)  He is told to step into life. “What 

shall become of life, if you don’t take part?  Slaughter and being slaughtered.” (205, v.5)  

Jung’s “I” says, “This truth smells like human blood. Does it really have to be that 

way?” (205, v.5)  Soul replies, “Why do you doubt? Do you still have childish illusions 

about life? Sharpen your knife,” responding to Jung’s “I” saying, “You are incredibly 

cruel” by telling him, “Day won’t break without you slaughtering and sacrificing.”  (205, 

v.5)  Truth has a scent - an instinctive odor which we can sense as animals and 

sensate beings in ways beyond imagination. Slaughter and sacrifice tie us to human 

blood, and we need lust for blood and guts to fully engage with humanity and its 

gruesome and aggressive sides.  This is no whitewash of wartime and a purification, 

instead a digging into the entrails like at a Hermann Nitsch exhibit and digging into 

slaughter and sacrifice -- one’s own slaughter and the slaughter of others.  We need 

body instinct and a sense for what is true and real.38 
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Figure 52. Dark  Mofo – Hermann Nitsch39, 2017.  
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          Figure 53.  Dark  Mofo –  Hermann Nitsch, 2017  

 
 

We next hear that Jung’s “I” is bleeding from many wounds.  “I am bleeding 

from many wounds” (209, v.5) means that I am open and suffering and my “I” is 

spilling out into the world - like in bloodletting.40  This is a healing practice; 

releasing the old blood creates new fresh stores of blood.  “My human heart 

bleeds,” (213, v.5) indicates bleeding out as if his heart and arteries are split 

apart -- a sign of great distress.  This is also a counterpoint to the intellectual and 

thinking function dialogue and the debate on science vs. poison.  This is an 

emotional, hemoglobin-level reaction affecting the blood level which is an 

emergency and visceral --not an intellect assessing guilt. The hemoglobin 

reaction is immediate, and it affects Jung’s body and his physical organs -- Eros 

and love over Logos.  “Your poison,” Izdubar said, “can only destroy and not 
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heal.”  (126, v.3)  The bleeding heart led to the solution, to the action, the 

realization of the fantasy and shrinking Izdubar into the egg.  Here the human 

heart bleeds in despair of a parting with the soul as it bled with the parting of 

Izdubar.  A “bleeding heart” is also a person considered to be dangerously 

softhearted, typically someone considered too liberal in political beliefs as in “a 

tirade against bleeding-heart environmentalists.”  

 

Next, we go to the taste of blood, blood coming in and sensed through the taste 

function - instinct and body and sensors. “What does it taste of? Of blood, 

presumably—in majorem Dei gloriam. “To the greater glory of God,” was the 

motto of the Jesuits41, and it sends us back to the dull, sweet taste of the bloody 

liver.  Here the torment of blows has raised blood. But Jung’s “I” is told to 

“squirm and sweat blood” (219, v.5) like a serpentine worm on the ground being 

tortured and demeaned.  This image speaks of an exorcism by terror -- sweating 

out blood.  This is not a cure but is rather an instance of terror or stigmata.  

Hematohidrosis is a rare condition in which a human being sweats blood; it 

occurs under conditions of extreme physical or emotional stress and also as 

stigmata.42 

 

“Hematohidrosis in which a human being sweats blood denotes extreme physical or 

emotional stress states.”43  Doctors Jerajani, Jaju et al. note a number of cultural, 

historical and clinical examples of this condition and also touch on the symbolic. 

“Leonardo Da Vinci described a soldier who sweated blood before battle.”44  The 

authors also reference the Bible noting that “Jesus Christ experienced hematohidrosis 
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while praying in the garden of Gethsemane before his crucifixion as mentioned by 

Physician Luke as ‘and being in anguish he prayed more earnestly, and his sweat was 

like drops of blood falling to the ground.”45 Luke 22:44.   Regarding sweating blood as 

stigmata, they note, “The religious cause is a stigma, which formerly meant a spot, a 

sign, a wound, or a mark branded on a slave.  From the time of Christ's crucifixion, this 

term took on the special meaning as the reproduction of the wounds on palms, soles 

and crown that Christ suffered on the cross and it was believed to be supernaturally 

imposed by God.”46  

 

 

Figure 54.  HF4 – Jordan Eagles47 
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Jung’s soul expresses happiness and nourishment from his “I”’s red blood.  “Much 

happiness is happening to me…. You lift me higher, my wings unfurl,” (226, v.5) she 

says.  “You live from the blood of the human heart,” (226, v.5) says Jung’s “I.” Soul 

confirms, “No drink is dearer to me than red blood.” (226, v.5)  The “blood of the 

human heart” (226, v.5) is red blood, the elixir of life. Red blood flows through the 

human heart but it neither arises from the human heart nor does it bleed from the 

human heart.  Red blood, the elixir of life, is prized by the non-incarnate. Non-

incarnate spirits as well as the dead draw life from the blood of the human heart and 

live from human blood.  Perhaps the soul like the dead needs the particulars of the 

human blood to live and attain life.  The human blood with its unique “I” in each drop 

is the key to giving the soul incarnate life.  The dead have lost their identity.  What 

might be dead in a patient? In ourselves? What part has died that needs new 

blood?48  

 

In an invocation to be heartless, invoking slaughter or be slaughtered, Soul says, “Let 

the bloody victims fall at your side,” noting that life is bloody and cruel and that the 

way is sown with the fallen. (227, v.5)  “Bloody victims” are victims who have been 

murdered or sacrificed.49  Then, in a contrasting turn, Jung’s “I” is told, “You must 

bleed for the goal of humanity.”  (231, v.5)  Soul says, “Your way goes toward the 

depths, toward the rarest and deepest. Science is surface, instrument, language.  You 

have yet to perceive this childishness in science.” (232, v.5)  “Bleed for humanity” (231, 

v.5) is to allow oneself to fully feel as well as sacrifice for the human condition.  What 

does the patient have to sacrifice or let drop at her side to fully embrace life?   How 

can we as analysts go into the depths?  Can we bleed for humanity, for the patient, 
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and engage?  Can we embrace the bleeding and thereby enter into communion in the 

analytic session?50  

 

 

Figure 55.  Redemption desire 3-Last tree-Modern dance  – Mengtianhan, 2019 

 

Jung’s “I” is drawn away from the human condition toward  the spirits in the bodily 

fluids which hold living spirit, “He is the flesh spirit, the blood spirit, he is the extract 

of all bodily juices, the spirit of the sperm, the spirit of menstruating, of the urine and 

the faeces, of the liver, of the heart, of the lungs, of the eyes, of the ears, of the genitals, 

of the legs, of the hands, of the bowels, but not of the brain, yes, also of the brain, but of 
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its liquid and fibers, of what is conjoined and not single in the brain.  Not the spirit of 

the cells, not from the nucleus, but from the protoplasm.” (242, v.5)  This is the fluid of 

connection of all of the bodily fluids --  the flesh spirit, the blood spirit.  Without 

blood the body is dead. “Whoever says death looks like sleep has not seen a dead 

person.  When the blood no longer serves the body the difference in the flesh is 

stunning. Without blood pulsing through the body the body looks waxen.  The body 

has no life in it.  The body is inanimate. Blood gives the body life, as does the spirit.  

And just as the blood is to the body, so I think John is saying, is the spirit to the flesh.  

It animates it.  Gives it life. Without spirit, the flesh is useless.”51   

 

Jung later notes in “Psychology and Alchemy” Sendivogius’ view that “The soul in this 

text is evidently an anima corporalis that dwells in the blood.”52  When the lifeblood 

of vitality is lost, the analysand may experience the death of the ego, and the new 

potential is in the stem cells, in the protoplasm, not in the bloodless brain, not in the 

commander ego nucleus but in the fluid surrounding environment.  This is a model of 

diffused sensation and intelligence, not of the brain, and it is an anti-Enlightenment, 

anti-rationalism, anti-thinking, logic, cold science, numbers.  All of these juicy, liquid, 

disgusting, smelly bodily elements and excretions are what animate the body and give 

it life.  The fictionalized cadaver, the white medical school coat have sterilized medical 

treatment and taught the medicine of the cadaver, car body shop.  They should be in a 

Hermann Nitsch Dionysian orgy of the body, the semen, the blood and the guts that 

give life juice rather than turn everything sterile and white.  I’d rather see blood all 

over that white coat and know that the doctor has plunged his hands in blood and 

guts and knows that I am not a statistic or a number or a bunch of data points, that 
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my physical or psychic pain may be messy and visceral and ugly, and it may stink 

and be slimy because I am, not a mannequin or perfect.    

 

 
 
Figure 56.  Illuminations – Jordan Eagles, presented at The Andy Warhol Museum for World AIDS Day  

 
                 addresses the FDA’s discriminatory blood donation policy, HIV stigma and the value of human life. 

 

Jung’s “I” is told “It is thought-feeling, it crawls around like a worm, like a 

serpent, soon there, soon here, a blind cave newt” (242, v.5) and that he must 

take suck and attach himself completely and feed like a leech.53  “We want to 

share in your life,” the shade says, “that way we gain corporeality.  Thus, we can 

draw closer to you,” (243, v.5) evoking the blood transfer covenant in H.C. 
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Trumbull’s The Blood Covenant.54  Mingling blood as in the blood covenant 

draws the two parties closer with mingled blood.  The word leech is the lowly, 

sucking leech sucking the blood, and it is also commingling with the dead or 

injured living and even has a healing implication for those whose blood is 

drawn out.55  Leech saliva and the leech itself are natural physicians in 

bloodletting, wound treatment.  Here Jung’s “I” morphs from the one taking 

suck to the one having his blood sucked. He cries, “Still more of that!  Teach me 

the knowledge of the worms and the crawling creatures.”  (244, v.5)  This is a 

beautiful mythologem for the analyst, attaching and bloodletting the complexed 

self, leeching out the old, bloodied identity and enabling the wounds to heal.  It 

refers to a lowly, wormlike, instinctive natural quality and energy that operates 

with a kind of natural intelligence which bloodless science cannot recreate.  

And so, we have come back so many years later to leech medicine.  Leeching is 

also associated with parasitic sucking as in “leeching off of a parent.”  The 

more complex imagery suggests a symbiosis that might add dimension in the 

analytical session.  Is the leeching child just sucking to benefit? Might the 

leeching relieve the parent or even promote health and allow new parental 

blood?  

 

Figure 57.  Leech taking blood from human arm –   

Ken Griffiths  
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Figures 58 & 59.  Breathing a Vein –  Gillray, published by H. Humphrey, St James’s 
Street, London, January 28, 1804 & Physician letting blood from a patient. Attributed to 
Aldobrandino of Siena: Li Livres dou Santé. France, late 13th Century. The British Library 

 

Hungry for Blood 

The shades as dead need human blood. “Give blood, so, that I gain speech,” (244, v.5) 

Jung’s “I” is told. They need blood to speak. “Blood, I need blood!” (244, v.5)  Jung 

complies, “So take, here is blood from my heart.”  (244, v. 5)  The shade responds, “I 

thank you, how alive that tastes!  The air of the shadow world is thin, it is the upper 

boundary of the atmosphere.  Those long dead have even fluttered into the empty space, 

surrendered to indefinite byways, searching for new worlds, in order to enter new forms 

both lower and higher by adapting to the new circumstances and according to their 

abilities.  But we, we who are still near and incomplete, would like to return to earth, to 

you, to men and the living.”  (245, v. 5)  The shade says, “Do you not have an animal 

form into which I can enter?” (245, v. 5)  But the dead clamor for blood, as if for air, 
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and in turn they inspire with their power, telling Jung’s “I”, “Build the church. Write the 

holy books, the age-old new ones, that contain the echo of the eternal being, the 

mysterious ones—mocked wisdom—the lower and upper truth.” (245, v.5)  They then 

speak of Brimo, drinking in the strength of the son and leaving his head bleeding, an 

image of lifeblood flowing through but out of the head.   

 

Figure 60. The Honorable Mr. Leech, Photo of the One Percent Privileged Wealthy. 

Suits and ties, standing in ranks doing the bidding of the almighty. 

 

Shadows and shades of the dead clamor for the “I”’s fresh human blood.  The dead 

require blood claiming that the burden of life is heavy and that this time he and 

mankind should carry it. “I need blood, “much blood!”  (245, v.5)  Jung’s “I” replies, 

“Then drink, so that what should be will be.”  (245, v.5)  The shades are mute shadows 

seeking the lifeblood.  They are called the ghosts and mute shadows. They tell Jung’s 

“I”, “The light of day, itself a shadow of the sun, goes down and illumines the ones 

below, the shadows.”  (247, v.5)  “What is it?  Speak clearly—here is my blood—” (247, 
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v.5) says Jung’s “I.”  As the shades persist in asking for his blood, Jung’s “I” asks, “Oh 

Heaven—Oh sinister womb—do you want to suck the life out of me for the sake of one or 

many shades?  Should humanity thus completely go to waste for divinity?” (247, v.5)  

“You specters of children? Show yourselves, come across! Why do you always want my 

blood?” says Jung’s “I”.  (248, v.5)  This presages a new light, a blood-red sun, a 

painful wonder.56 

 

Figure 61.  The Sphere –  Angsar Dressler57 

 
 

Figure 62.  Huang Mingliang`s dance“No shelter,” at the blue sea theatre in Nanchang, 2018 
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       Figure 63.  Crucifix – Giotto di Bondone, 1290.  Tempera on Wood, Florence 
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In a Christ-like move, perhaps inspired at the image of the blood-red sun and the new 

light, Jung’s “I” is to offers his blood in sacrifice, like Jesus Christ, praying,  “You 

shades of the departed, who have cast off the torment of living, come here! My blood, 

the juice of my life, will be your meal and your drink. Sustain yourself from me, so that 

life and speech will be yours.  Come, you dark and restless ones, I will refresh you with 

my blood, the blood of a living one so that you will gain speech and life, in me and 

through me.  I need you and you need me.”  (255, v.5)  He continues, “Come to the 

potion of the living blood, drink your fill so that we will be saved from the 

inextinguishable and unrelenting power of vivid longing for visible, graspable, and 

present being.  Drink from our blood of desire that begets evil, as quarrel, discord, 

ugliness, violent deeds, and famishment.  Take, eat, this is my body, that lives for you.  

Take, eat, drink, this is my blood, whose desire flows for you.” (256, v.5)  The blood 

covenant with the dead connects the living and the dead.  Blood as the symbolic and 

physical connective tissue binds the disparate worlds and spheres.  From the blood of 

the living the dead shades gain speech and life, not only physically animated life but the 

animated life of the creative as in the speech act where God created the universe 

speaking “Let there be light.”  

 

Figure 64.  Red Dawn 
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Here we see the multiplicity of the soul image and its positive and negative 

valences. “Remove, Oh man, the divine, too, from your soul, as far as you can 

manage. What a devilish foolish farce she carries on with you, as long as she still 

arrogates divine power over you!  She’s an unruly child, a bloodthirsty daimon, 

a tormentor of humans without equal, precisely because she has divinity.  A 

child and an old man, a fickle evil woman, a devil, a being which needs to be 

humored. Fear the soul, despise her and love her, just like the Gods and the God. 

May they be far from us! But may the soul be near us.  Above all never lose her! 

Because once lost she will turn into a terribly malicious serpent, into a tiger that 

pounces on the unsuspecting from behind.  A man who goes astray becomes an 

animal, but a lost soul becomes a devil.  Cling to your soul with love, fear, 

contempt, and hate, but and don’t let her out of your sight.  She is a hellish-

divine treasure to be kept behind walls of iron and in the deepest vault.  She 

always wants to get out and scatter glittering beauty. Beware, because you have 

already been betrayed!” (258-59, v.5)  The voice continues, “Lock her up like a 

lecherous bitch who would like to mingle her blood with every dirty cur.  

Capture her, may enough at last be enough. Let her for once taste your torment 

so that she will get to feel man and his hammer, which he has wrested from the 

Gods.” (259, v.5) 
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Figure 65.  Bloodborne58 – Snake Balls, Gaming’s Deadliest Serpents, Harrison Abbott 

 

 

Figure 66.   Bloodborne – Gaming’s Deadliest Serpents, Harrison Abbott 
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Jung’s “I” feels the soul’s pain, as Soul speaks, “Your human world makes me drunk, so 

much human blood—I could get intoxicated on it to the point of madness.  Doors of 

iron, walls of stone, cold darkness and the rations of penance—that is the bliss of 

redemption.  You do not suspect my torment when the bloody intoxication seizes me, I 

would like to hurl myself again and again into living matter from a dark fearful creative 

urge that formerly brought me close to the lifeless and ignited the terrible lust for 

procreation in me.  Remove me from conceiving matter, the rutting feminine of 

yawning emptiness.”  (262, v.5)  Jung’s “I” says, “the hound’s nature lies in his 

blood,”59 and implores her to speak from her own force, speak without blood.  Jung’s 

“I” reveals violence and contradiction, the love-hate contradiction of Eros and the 

relation to the feminine.  She is the desired but then the bloody cur, the concubine and 

whore.  But he cries, “If there are to be bloody tears, then let me weep them over 

you.”60 (263, v.5)  

 

Figure 67.  The Concubine IV 

 

Death, life and rebirth are connected in the blood covenant and in Alchemy. 61  Jung’s 

“I” asks what was stolen when the soul drank of the human blood, “It is love, warm 

human love, blood, warm red blood, the holy source of life, the unification of 

everything separated and longed for.” (266, v.5)  Soul speaks of blood as the one thing 
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for whose sake even the Gods envy men, “Alas, that I can neither keep it nor conceal it, 

it is love, warm human love, blood, warm red blood, the holy source of life, the 

unification of everything separated and longed for.” (266, v.5)  Jung’s “I”  counters,  

“So, it is love that you claim as a natural right, although you still ought to beg for it.  

You get drunk on the blood of man and let him starve—love belongs to me.  You’ll 

crawl and beg for it like a dog.  You’ll raise your hands.  You will fawn, in order to get it. 

I possess the key and I will be a more just administrator than you half-beings, you 

soulless souls and you godless Gods, and you godforsaken God.  You will gather around 

the source of blood, and you will come bearing gifts so that you may receive what you 

need.” (266, v.5)  Jung’s “I” tells the soul, “I gave my heart’s blood from full bowls to 

you! I have an obligation to lay on you: you should learn the cult of your earthly soul.”62 

(267, v.5) 

 

Abraxas, the all-powerful, dual God, appears and Jung’s “I” is told, “As a God, you are 

the great Abraxas in your world.  But as a man you are the heart of the one God who 

appears to his world as the great Abraxas, the feared, the powerful, the donor of 

madness, he who dispenses the water of life, the spirit of the tree of life, the power the 

daimon of the blood, the death bringer.”  (275, v.5)  Blazing flames and a bloody fire 

appear, transfixing Jung’s “I” as he is admonished, hearkening back to the bloody sea 

images of the train: “You thought of the great flood, you thought of the protective 

rampart, you did not think of the fire that drives through the air.”  (278, v.5)  Jung’s “I” 

asks, “Why do you want to help Abraxas? He has the power, he should create from 

himself; why should I bleed for him and be consumed by eternal fires?  My God, 

deliver me from fear.  Give me the redeeming vision, into your hands I commit my 
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spirit.”  (279, v.5)  A bloody fire is a terrifying mix of bloody colored flames and 

destruction.63  It is an image of Hell. Bleeding for another is giving lifeblood or 

grieving for another. But now the flame has emerged from the blood and the blood 

is connected with the aerial spirit.64 

 

Figure 68.  Bloody Fire Image – Jonathan Goncalvez 

 

Figure 69.  Blood and Spirit Exhibit, Jordan Eagles, 2020 
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Figure 70.   Blood and Spirit Exhibit, Jordan Eagles, 2020 

 

The Blood Soul in Gnostic Symbolism  

 

Manly Hall in his 1932 work Man: Grand Symbol of the Mysteries speaks about the 

blood soul in Gnostic writing including writings by Simon Magus and the 

electrochemical charges in the blood, connecting the images of spirit, blood and 

flame, all of which feature in the last two volumes of The Black Books.  Hall says in 

addition that, “Cabalistically, then, the blood is an electric fluid carrying suspended 

within itself the breath, here used to signify a life-giving principle.  The new theory that 

the heart is not actually the source of the physical circulation of the blood is 
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susceptible of demonstration, for the blood has its life and motion from within itself—

that is, from the nephesh, which is the breath of the Elohim.  The word Lucifer is 

compounded from the Latin words Lux and ferre, meaning “a bearer or carrier of 

light,” and is a Mystery name for the blood. Lucifer’s flaming garments also derived 

their color from this mysterious fluid. Light here has the same meaning as nephesh, or 

the breath; that is, it is the radiant agent pulsating in waves of force through the arterial 

system.”65  Hall offers rich amplifications on blood in human culture.66 

 

Hall further notes, “Blood and Adam are synonymous,” citing Gerald Massey’s 

detailed discussion of the subject. Among other things, Hall citing Massey notes that 

“the “blood soul” was one of the deepest mysteries of the Egyptians and that in Egypt 

the divine descent was through the blood mother.  The seventh, or highest, soul was 

the blood soul.  The secret is concealed under such figures as Adam, the man from the 

red dirt; Atum, the red creator; Isis, the red heifer; Horus, the red-complexioned calf; 

Neith, the vulture, the bird of blood; and the pelican nursing her seven young from the 

blood of her breast. (See Ancient Egypt, the Light of the World.)  Blood is the most 

powerful of magical agents, for as Paracelsus writes, one is enabled with its fumes to 

call forth any spirit desired, for utilizing the emanations or effluvia of the blood the 

discarnate entity can build itself an appearance, a body visible if not real.  He who 

possesses the blood controls the man.  For this reason the necromancers signed their 

pacts with this divine fluid and employed it in the practice of their infernal rites.” 67 
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Figure 71.  Egyptian God Ra. The Egyptian god of the sun, Ra, has a sun 
disk around his head and is believed to have created this world. Every 
sunrise and sunset were seen as a process of renewal.68  

 
Finally, the relationship of blood to the lifegiving sun appears in the text as Hall 

explains, “While Kama is the essence of the blood, its red corpuscles are drops of 

electrical fluid, the perspiration oozing out of every cell and the various organs, and 

caused to exude by electrical action.  They are the progeny of the Fohatic Principle 

…Fohat is force as the mediator between thought and motion.  The term embraces the 

whole field of electrical phenomena and the nature of Fohat is revealed through electro-

dynamics, especially the affinity which electricity exhibits for poles.”69 and “The heat is 

derived from Kama, the volatile elements from the sun and the congealing qualities 

from Linga-Sharira—that is, the moon.”70  
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The Black Books, Volume 6 
 

The Bloodworm and the Serpent  
 
 

Volume 6’s first bloody reference is Jung’s “I” talking to the Turk. Jung’s “I” says, 

“Speak and end this torment.”  The Turk says, “I do not speak of torment, but of joy.” 

“I” replies, “Pardon me, you make me laugh. I bleed from the thousandfold wounds of 

men.”71 (229, v.6)  Bleeding from the thousandfold wounds of men is a Christ 

sacrificial image. Jung’s “I” then reaches out directly to Lord Jesus Christ, “We have 

grown mature in continuing the blood-heavy work of redemption in us.  Thanks to 

you, we have embraced your work, we grasped your redemptive teaching, we completed 

in ourselves what you had begun for us with bloody struggle.” (233, v.6)  “Blood-

heavy” and “bloody struggle” refer to the sacrifice of Jesus Christ who gave his blood 

for mankind.  Forward in the text, Elijah speaks of blasphemous words, “E. First it was 

about a knife cutting something or perhaps harvesting, perhaps the grapes that go to 

the wine press...  “Perhaps the one wearing the red robe treads the winepress from 

which the blood flows” invoking Isaiah 63: 2-6.  “Thereupon it was about gold that lies 

below, and that kills whoever touches it.”  (236, v.6)  He continues with “Then a word of 

fire that burns terribly and that should flare up in our time,” foreshadowing the flame 

of Phanes and the new God. (236, v.6)  Next, an unidentified speaker addresses the 

shade, possibly, saying “your crimson is blood” addressing the listener as “master and 

beloved.”  (245, v.6)  

 

Jung’s “I” then speaks to his soul and then his “fattened Christian soul.” (252, 

v.6).  He is seeking the secret truths from the soul and negotiating in blood for 
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what his soul calls, “trade secrets,” then his heart as the soul ups the ante.  First, 

he offers blood, but she wants the heart.  Here Jung’s “I” again offers his blood 

as ransom or trade for something that he wants. Jung’s “I” asks, “Why do you 

anger me? Why don’t you let me finally come to rest, so that I can do the 

necessary work?  Why is this still going on?” (250, v. 6)  Soul stole Jung’s “I”’s 

hardness and became empowered.  He wants it back and the following 

ensues, “So give me back my hardness.  Out with it. I will no longer be your fool, 

you cursed hanger-on.” (251, v. 6)  Soul asks,  “What will you give for it?” “I” 

offers, “You see, once again my blood. Not goats and geese72, but myself. There 

is no better ransom.”73  (251, v. 6)  Here Jung identifies that his blood is his self 

and his essence.  He clarifies, as to the offering, “It is black, utterly black.  The 

ground of suffering is not exhausted.  Therefore, I come to you or to you other 

invisibles, and sacrifice blood for you, to loosen your tongue and make you 

speak to me and tell me what you demand from me, so that I can bear life.  Let 

me hear! Is it you, my soul? Speak then!” (252, v.6)  Soul now wants “I”’s heart.  

He asks, “What do you want from me?”  (253, v.6)  Soul responds, “Your heart.” 

Jung’s “I” rejoins, “So, even the heart? Isn’t blood enough?” (253, v.6) and Soul 

responds, “No, your heart, your whole heart. You no longer need a heart. I must 

have your heart.”74 (253, v.6)  Can the analysand give his heart to the work?75  

 

The heart sacrifice has strengthened soul and brought Jung’s “I” back his life.  He 

notes, “There was a solution. Life returned.  I am happy and thankful. I must tell you 

this. But there is still much pain, hardness, and cruelty in the air.  Dark guilt, anxiety, 

heaviness and oppression. How much comes in from this terrible war? Does the stench 
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of blood76  also weigh on my air? Must I have my share in this?”  (254, v.6)  The stench 

of blood is frightening and palpable to humans in this sensate reference that reflects 

instinct directing Self. It may also reflect the stench of the unburied death. A wartime 

record noted, “A sickening, overpowering, awful stench announced the presence of the 

unburied dead upon which the July sun was mercilessly shining and at every step the 

air grew heavier and fouler until it seemed to possess a palpable horrible density that 

could be seen and felt and cut with a knife.”77   Stench is a powerful, instinctual 

response.  Bloodhounds smell blood as do humans, but the stench of blood would 

probably refer to the dead, maimed, bloody battlefields and soldiers lost in the war.  

Once the stench of blood or the stench of a psychic situation reaches that level it has 

become more proximate and more undeniable as the blood stench is now in the air 

and the atmosphere.  We have few defenses to smell. It triggers the fight-or-flight 

mechanism and turbo charges the image.  By the time we can raise a defense to smell 

it is already inside us, and lethal gases can kill.  

 

 

Figure 72.  World War I Image – The Daily Beast  
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Jung’s “I”’s own Brother I has been killed prompting him to ask, “Did someone 

murderously shed my blood?” and to realize, “I myself lie among the dead.”  (267, v.6) 

But then one from the East arises from below.  And Jung’s “I” asks, “Are you a drinker 

of blood?”78 and is told, “No, I’m no shade, I’m living.”  (274, v.6)  “I” asks “How are 

you not a shade?” and the other replies, “No, I live in your below, earthly, an ancient 

brother, never before seen.  Listen to me.  You need do nothing but listen.” “I” is told, “I 

believe that it is you who carries the new light.  I believe that your hand made what we 

need.  I give you my allegiance.  I was burnt in the fire like red clay, I am as solid as 

stone.  My nature is of the earth, of the solid red rocks.  The centuries do not alter me.  I 

am still the same as of old.  My wisdom needs no renewal, no alteration.  My eye speaks 

unwavering mystery, my mouth remains silent before the stranger. I do not teach 

myself, I am.  I add to myself in slow growth.”  (274-75, v.6)  This reddened image 

evokes the sensate the earth and the spilled blood of the war dead reddening the 

earth.  

 

Figure 73.  Blood Red War – Vendetta 88 
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Now from the earth the God image appears from below.  “Jung’s “I” asks, “What is it 

that fills me with anxiety and horror?  What death rattle is in the air? What is falling 

down from high mountains?  What load will crush and smother us? What shadows of 

what things fall on us? Speak, my soul!”  (276, v.6)  Soul replies, “Help the Gods, 

sacrifice to the Gods; the worm crawled up to heaven, it starts to cover the stars. It eats 

the dome of the sevenfold blue heaven with a tongue of fire. It plots its way with blood, 

it strews the bones of the heavenly ones over fields.”  This is the image of the 

bloodworm. (276, v.6) 

 

From the serpentine bloodworm we move to the golden serpent79 

 

“S. So listen—a golden serpent is the way, a shimmering serpent bridge 

over a black grave—a dark gate behind splendor—a red light in the 

darkness of the background—that is evil. I make it out. You did well in 

not taking this way. Should I take it? So may the eye of evil take me—to 

a red cave—serpents of blood on the walls—a white gate—a long 

passage upward in wide halls, countless gates—up onto the roof on 

narrow steps—above is a worldwide prospect—I blossom like a fire on a 

mountain top—I glow through eternities—can you still see me—a 

distant light—itself a star lost in infinities—but, behold a thread—many 

threads spun from star to star—on a dizzying bridge—infinitely long—it 

is reached, the first star—also a world.” 

 

I. What do you do in these infinities? 
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S. I search for the source of fire. The wise one had it from above, from 

the stars. Therefore I went to the stars. They are full of fire. 

 

I. Yet how did the fire reach earth? 

 

“S. It glided up and down. How? It was taken from the stars. Who took it? 

Whose hand drew it up and down, the astral fire? Was it you? Yes, truly, it was 

you—I didn’t know you, you yourself are the wise one. Why did I search behind 

and above you? Why did I go into the eye of evil? Why to the stars? You drew the 

fire close. You drew it into yourself and it blossomed from you and filled the air 

above you, far and wide. I must come to you—I want to stay near you. Why did 

evil draw me away? 

 

I. You didn’t believe in me, therefore you went astray.  Why did you go astray? 

Because I believed more in you than in myself.  Therefore the radiant one rose in 

my self. The source of the eternal fire is with me. Come to me and live in me and 

love the fire and the eternal splendor.  My self has the highest wisdom, the 

hottest fire. My self lives in the gate of splendor.  My self draws the fire of the 

star to it.” (286, v.6)  

 

The Serpent has been nourished.  The serpent has come to life ask if birthed from the 

stone. 
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“Serp. Finally—that was the right nourishment.  My eyes open, my blood 

streams. I stretch out straight, my stony flesh is set free. I have come to life.”  

(290, v .6)  

 

This is a fascinating image of serpent come to life from stone as if the symbol has been 

set free from the ancient stone of the dead relic and given new life.  I take it as a 

presage of what Jung will accomplish or what an analysand might accomplish if 

brought back from the dead.  The serpent is also a symbol of rebirth as it sheds its 

skin, making serpent figures key archetypal creatures from mythology.  The right 

nourishment at the right time will bring to the living and breathing and bleeding 

world the instinctual parts of the analysands that have been left in stone on the walls 

of the inner psyche.  The serpent represents sentient wisdom and burrowing, also a 

quick kill and possible poison aligned with beauty.  This can be a personal setting free 

and enlivening or a cultural or religious event that takes the stone dead and brings 

them to life.  

 
The Black Books, Volume 7 

 
Overcome a God 

 

In The Black Books, Volume 7 Jung’s “I” speaks with Soul and then observes her speak 

with Ha who is identified as the dung and the father of the scarab in distinction from the 

beginning of The Black Books with the scarab floating near the bloody beheaded 

Siegfried in the water.  Ha speaks to Soul, “Listen, sister, you are also of our kind. Some 

murder, some blood—pleases you, does it not?  Some more darkness, some more 
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abyss—doesn’t that entice you? Why then so high up—it is warmer down here.” (150, 

v.7) 

 

Ha reads of the blaze as if being cut out by bloody excision, offering a protective spell: 

“Oh—how it burns—like hot lust, like hellish pain. Give water—quench the eternal fire—

a knife, that cuts out the blaze bloodily.  A chisel and hammer strike—that sprays out 

the glowing grain—still not enough.  Touch me, touch me—you must participate in my 

torment—how can it be otherwise?  Let mystery surround you.  A thousand dark coats, 

for your act of redemption—I weave an impenetrable mystery for you—you are 

protected —” (151, v.7)  

 

Soul asks Philemon to speak about Ka. Philemon responds that “Ka is my shadow.” 

Philemon asks Soul, “Did you see my brother?” Soul replies, “Blessed one, you who 

stand in the gate of splendor, why is your mantle red?  Are you going off to sacrifice?” 

Philemon answers, “I dipped my robe in blood, in the blood of this man.  What is the 

robe of innocence to me? It is red from living blood.” (165, v.7) 

 

The new God Phanes is identified in an incantation including, “He is liberation through 

blood sacrifice” in the teaching and song on the front side of truth offered up by 

Philemon.  Ka is the shadow of Ha identified later in the chapter. Philemon mentions 

he has donned a red mantle to celebrate Ka’s birth.  Ka explains to Philemon, “What 

magnificent words!  Do you believe that you can hoodwink me with them? The red of 

your mantle is blood, living human blood.  It testifies against you from eternal justice.  

It cries of crimes against the innocent. Human blood will do just fine to stain your 
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mantle.” Philemon answers, “Truly, you spoke no lie. I am a crime of the Gods against 

man. His betters commit crime against him.  My hand is red from the blood of the 

guiltless. I tore the eternal good from his flesh.” (166, v.7)  

 

 

Figure 74.   Ka, Wooden statuette ca. 1919 – Jung Family Archive 

 

Ka reveals that Philemon hid in Jung’s “I”, wed him to the daughter of the great mother 

and gave her female form.  Philemon asks, “Didn’t the man stretch out his arm toward 

eternal beauty?”  Ka responds, “You stole it from him.  You robbed the minor of his 

possession.  You betrayed his faith and loyalty. You made him a slave for the sake of 

your lust for power.  What is your beauty to him, which is paid for with blood, with 
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innocent blood?” (166, v.7). Salome explains that the love God followed the son and 

embraced him in bloody death.  

 

 Soul explains her other half as “the black one,” saying, “I am mind, she is feeling.  I am 

light, she is dark.  The black one is her symbol.  You have still not released Salome from 

her.  She is the spirit of the earth that dances poisonous dances, that bewitches and 

intoxicates, that drinks blood and causes magical sickness.  If she were released from 

the symbol, she would give form, substance, and actual life to the eternal images. But 

she intoxicates herself in the blood of the holy one.  Why?  She has not been released 

from the human symbol. Why do you love the black one?” (186, v.7) 

 

The bloodied Black One then appears.  

 

Soul speaks,  

 

“S. Spirits of the dead accompany her, spirits of the earth, buried ones—

not the spirits of the eternal images.  They bear claws like dogs and cats, 

they have feet like black night birds, carrion birds, since the dancer 

rends, she has claws and sharp teeth, behind her lie bloody torn ones, 

blood pools and spirits of the dead gorge themselves on this.  She 

makes one drunk and she is drunk from the blood of the holy one, she 

pours poison into the entrails.  She is a fire of voluptuousness and 

torment of voluptuousness.  She is beautiful like hell.  She gives 

pleasure and the craving for poison.80  She makes men drink poison and 
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eat poison. She is hellish temptation.  She is the compulsion of 

suffering. I am eternal contemplation.  I carry up into eternity, she 

drags down into the mystery of matter, into the beauty of the earth, into 

the death of everything earthly. I am the daughter of the eternal mother, 

she is the daughter of the eternal father.  She is the earth, I am the 

vessel of heaven. Yes, she is the womb of the earth.  Actual forms grow 

from her, but the eternal images grow from me.” (186-87, v.7) 

 

Jung’s “I” longs to release the Black One and asks the Soul how to do so.  Soul 

addresses Salome as “heinous dancer you tiger with the bloody claws.”  (187, 

v.7) Philemon offers a vision, including “I give you the love of men, the opal jug 

of water; he pours water and wine and milk and blood, food for men and Gods” 

in a unifying image and offers the alchemical quaternity in a vessel: “I give you 

what has been found: the constancy in change and the change in constancy.  The 

jug made of stone, the vessel of completion.  Water flowed in, wine flowed in, 

milk flowed in, blood flowed in. The four winds precipitated into the precious 

vessel.”  (193, v.7) 

 

Jung’s “I” references troubled dreams and appeals to his soul. Soul recounts that 

she sees much he does not see but asks for her payment in blood, saying she 

naturally has conditions and “I must have some of your blood, Otherwise I will 

secretly drain you.”  Jung’s “I” complies saying, “So take my blood, but speak 

and make things clear.”  Soul tastes and says, “Yes, your blood tastes good. How 
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much can I have? I’d like a lot.”  She adds the cryptic phrase, “But listen: the 

cuckoo always lays his egg in foreign nests.” (206, v.7) 

 

 

Figure 75.  Ghosts – Utica College Student Voices, 2016 

 

Jung’s “I” awakens to grapple with the thorny issue of “T”, whom Jung’s “I” 

recognizes is “quite valuable to me, but also quite worthless.  I would like to come to 

some clarity, without doing her an injustice and also avoiding above all doing 

something too drastic and incorrect.  Speak to me and help me, as you have already 

helped me. Speak to me!” (208, v.7)  Jung sends his Soul into the “raven-black night” 
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telling her “take blood, take fire but look.”  (209, v.7)  Jung later speaks to Soul of a 

vision, “Verily, he came again in the middle of the night. I heard his shrill, terrible 

whistle, when he whistled to the great bloodhound, who hurried to fulfill his master’s 

wish like an arrow whirring arrow from a bow. Truly, Oh my soul, he is here.”  (228, 

v.7)  

 

Soul tells Jung’s “I”, 

“S. He will speak to you. He has laid the cruel bow on the ground and sheathed his 

flashing sword. He is a red-haired bearded man, his body and his feet are wrapped 

in animal skins. His eyes shine with the light of the Gods and his countenance has 

the marble pallor of the Godhead. Yes, his gaze is fixed, it cannot be reached by 

human arts. He clucks softly with his tongue and the terror shoots up, as if you 

stepped on a poisonous serpent. A master—everyone is an unquestioning 

follower—since—who would even think of resisting? Hold your tongue, what 

would you dare utter in his presence? He is a mighty one—what fearful riddles has 

he brought us! He will speak to you, but don’t speak first. He doesn’t look at you. 

He speaks softly from afar. You can’t hear him. He still hasn’t turned your way. He 

addresses the far-off dawn—devising the gory work of the hunt—his hounds stand 

tense—who wants to resist his pack?  His gruesome whistle freezes the blood, and 

each of his hounds carries a whole man like a rabbit to its master’s feet.” (228, v.7) 

 

In the final, blood reference of The Black Books we learn of terror in the face of 

God, whose whistle freezes human blood, but which Jung’s “I” has overcome 

without knowing it, “God is the almighty being, before whom there is no escape. 
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One falls to the ground in speechless horror. Nobody calls obedience into 

question.  One is captivated by his power.  He who hears his whistle, his blood 

is frozen.81  No one calls obedience into question.  The master of such a terror is 

truly a God and that you are, even if you are an apparition. What difference does 

it make, whether an apparition is clothed in the mantle of a God or an actual 

being? Who dares “here to toy with a gold scale? No one thinks whether it is 

appearance or actuality. A faint click of your tongue is enough, Oh hunter of 

men!”  (229, v.7) 

 

And finally, as the God has been overcome, “He. Tell me, overcomer, what does 

it mean that you have overcome a God?” (229, v.7)  

 

 

Figure 76. Caravaggio. Detail of the Beheading of St. John the Baptist, 1608 
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Figure 77. The super flower blood moon shines in the sky over Millennium Cross 
 on top of Vodno mountain, Skopje, North Macedonia, Georgi Licovski/EPA 

 

 
                                     The Bloody Work of Transformation  

 

The Black Books are the alchemical bone marrow where the erythropoiesis of The Red 

Book was formed. “With The Black Books, we peer into the heart of Jung unguarded by 

mystery and see a man confused and bewildered with a strange and unfamiliar 

landscape of his inner world.  Here we find, perhaps for the first time, C.G. Jung 

unguarded and unmasked.  The subject matter is raw and pure in comparison to The 

Red Book.”82  Blood is diffused intelligence, and the visceral experience of blood 

splattering and marking the text throughout draws us into a visceral and present tense 
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experience culminating in the liver eating scene and circulating from bleeding wounds 

to severed heads to the maimed, the tortured and the slashed.  This is not a man and 

this is not a record of someone in a sterile white coat, but rather the working, 

bleeding, Eros is spilled all over these pages in a Dionysian treatment of a man’s inner 

life.  And it carries the life energy and libido of the work. Blood memory is also 

circulating psyche. 

 

 
 

Figure 78.   Symbiosis – Angsar Dressler, 2018 
 

 
By further examining the essence of bloodflow, its elements and its power we can 
perhaps understand the necessity to give up regimented, left brain, skeleton hand 
grasping for answers and become more fluid.83  How is analysis like bloodletting?  
Are there immunological and cellular personalities?  How can the “I” be renewed? 
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Figure 79. Jordan Eagles, URTSBC3, 2012 
(blood, copper, preserved on plexiglass, UV resin) 

 
 

Part II - Bloody Science  
 

Dripping Towards Bethlehem: Blood Science and Poiesis 
 

Blood is connective tissue: It connects, lovers, blood brothers, tissues, organs, societies, 

wounds. It races to where emotion flows and falls heavy to gravity in a dead body.  It is 

quintessential liquid life, created by and of the Gods which Science cannot create or 

even really understand. Flow creates connection, but status quo or stagnation is death 
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or trace. “Posttraumatic states are filled with experiences of rigidity or chaos that 

continue the devastation of trauma long past the initial overwhelming events. By 

integrating many domains of our experience within a receptive form of awareness, we 

develop a more connected and harmonious flow in our lives,” notes Joe Cambray.84 

 

Figure 80.  Interior of Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood, St Petersburg, Russia – Bo Li 
 

There are around 250 million hemoglobins per red blood cell, so one red blood cell can 

transport about 1 billion oxygen molecules.  Blood cells are produced through a process 

called hematopoiesis.  This occurs in the red bone marrow, which is a soft network of 

connective tissue found on certain blood capillaries and which contains hematopoietic 

stem cells.  For erythrocytes this is more specifically called erythropoiesis, and billions 

of new red blood cells are made every day to maintain a nearly constant number given 

that red blood cells function properly for only about three months, only to be destroyed 

by macrophages, which are a phagocytic type of white blood cell.  Leucocytes (white 

blood cells), unlike the far more abundant red blood cells, are complete cells with 
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nuclei and organelles.  These are part of the immune system85 defending against 

pathogens and other harmful things.86  These use the circulatory system to get around 

the body, but they can also slip out into other connective tissues to do their work.87  

 

We can imagine the nano drama inside our bloodstream given the red and white as in a 

Basho-like phrase:  

Oh, my White Knight! 
My brave leucocyte! 

 
 

The red blood cells also look like the circle or the ouroboros, and their raft-like qualities 

make them look like waterpark rafts, making for an energetic and fun Splash Mountain 

blood experience.  The circulation also produces a swish, swish sound of rhythms, and 

the tempo and timing and speed or lethargy indicates health, excitable states even 

affecting Jung’s galvanometer with a subject reading the word “blood.” 

 

 

Figure 81.  Blood Image with Erythrocytes and Leucocytes 

 

There are two types of white blood cells -- granulocytes and agranulocytes -- which 

differ in the presence or absence of granules.  The three types of granulocytes are 
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neutrophils which kill bacteria; eosinophils which kill parasitic worms and basophils 

which contain histamine that attracts other white blood cells to a site of inflammation.  

Agranulocytes can be lymphocytes which fight viruses or tumors and also give rise to 

plasma cells, which produce antibodies.  Or they can be monocytes, which become 

macrophages that can eat up intruders.  Leucocytes are produced by leucopoiesis which 

is stimulated by certain chemical messengers. Blood carries immunity - the 

differentiation of the blood cells acting with the constituents of the plasma interact in 

complex ways to confer immunity to infectious agents.88  May the blood protect the 

suffering from psychic infections, complexes and intergenerational trauma and teach 

the principles of flow and circulation, activity and differentiation.  

 

 

Figure 82.  Blood Image with Erythrocytes and Platelets 

 

Lastly, the platelets.  These are produced by fragments of large cells called 

megakaryocytes.  These fragments are essential during blood clotting, which happens 

when blood vessels are damaged as platelets can plug up any holes or tears to seal things 
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off. They flow through the bloodstream in an inactive state unless needed, dying every 

ten days or so and constantly regenerating. Megakaryocytes form through repeated 

mitotic cycles but do not perform cytokinesis.  So, the result is one huge cell with a 

multilobed nucleus.  This then presses against a sinusoid and its extensions burst to 

release the platelets.  These platelets are important during hemostasis which is the 

process by which the body will stop bleeding through vascular spasm, platelet plug 

formation and then coagulation or blood clotting.   Where there is damage to a vessel 

smooth muscle will contract, platelets will plug the tear and a protein called fibrin will 

form a mesh to patch everything up.  Once the vessel is healed the clot will be removed 

through a process called fibrinolysis so that there is no blockage in the vessel.89  Of 

course, this shows just how limited our conscious brains are given the infinite 

complexities and mechanism of the blood, the liquid “I” and maybe the liquid Self. 

 

 

Figure 80.  COVID-19 virus particles and activated platelets in 
blood stream participating in clot formation – Kateryna Kon 
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    Figure 81.   Image 107, The Red Book –  Carl Jung 

 

Blood Type Quaternity 

 

Human blood is classified in a quaternity of type - like the building blocks of the I 

Ching, the Four Elements and the Four Humours, 90 Four Functions of Thinking, 

Feeling, Intuition and Sensation and the Axiom of Maria. Blood group typologies are A, 

B, AB and O.  These have to do with glycoproteins and glycolipids found in the plasma 

membranes of red blood cells.  A and B refer to two different agglutinogens that can be 

found in these membranes, so blood group A has one of them; B has the other; AB has 

both and O has neither.  This is important for blood transfusions because if someone’s 

body only recognizes A and gets blood with B the new blood cells will be attacked by the 
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immune system and destroyed which can be fatal.  So, someone with AB blood can 

receive any blood since both A and B will be recognized.  Hence, they are universal 

recipients.  Someone with O blood can give blood to anyone since there are no markers 

to be recognized.  Hence, they are universal donors.  There are also Rh blood groups 

which refer to agglutinogens which are called Rh factors and for these a person is either 

positive or negative.  This is reported along with the AB of the blood group by tacking 

on positive or negative to the end giving us groups like O positive and A negative.91  

 

 

Figure 82.  Albrecht Dürer – The Four Apostles, 1526 
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Blood Resources 

Blood transfusion and blood banking create a collective reservoir of the elixir of life 

while bringing into focus blood’s material and spiritual nature and symbolic aspects. 

“Throughout time, blood has been associated with opposites, including life/death, 

death/redemption, - eternal life - innocence/massacre, sickness/therapy, 

nobility/malediction (haemophilia in the “Blue Blood” descendants of Queen Victoria), 

generosity/transmission of infections, and attraction/repulsion.”92   The duality 

appears in the Gorgona symbol: “The Gorgona in antiquity, when giving her blood in a 

flask, provided at the same time a therapeutic drug and a poison, depending on the 

intent of use.”93  Blood is venerated and associated with the gods; its offering to the 

gods harmonizes energic and celestial forces. “Veneration of blood retained or even 

gained importance within structured civilizations, for example the Aztecs, who believed 

their gods fed on sacrificed human blood so that the sun could follow its course.”94 

 

Figure 83.   Gorgon Image 
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Figure 84.  Sebastiano Ricci – Perseus Confronting Phineus with the Head of Medusa 

Italian Venetian 1705-1710 
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Figure 85.  Fire God of the Aztec Pantheon being fed on the Blood of Sacrifices 
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Figure 88.   Blood Brain Barrier95 – Angsar Dressler, 2019 

Current medical literature on brain and blood in medical diagrams notes that “Since 

the nineteenth century and the segregation of the body and the mind into a series of 

disparate parts, it has become commonplace for the brain to be considered the organ 

most associated with life (indeed 'brain death' has succeeded 'heart death' as the 

number one criterion for determining life cessation.)” 96 In his late nineteenth century 

work on psychology, William James’ established view of the primacy of brain activity 
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relegated the brain's circulatory system to dependent status.  Blood has thus been 

relegated to the helper, female, auxiliary to the dominant brain.  However, even if 

science diagrams have sanitized and freed up the brain from its blood images, the brain 

is still, as James originally noted, “a sponge full of blood.”97  Our images and 

imagination about the brain and the wiping away of its blood from images affect us in 

ways that have not yet been fully explored.98  

 

 

Figure 89.  A formalin fixed human brain, ready to be handed to visitors 

at India’s only Brain Museum, in the southern city of Bengaluru – Maya Prabhu 

 

Nationalism, identity and blood identity and heredity have been linked to war and to 

conflict as well as justification of violence and expulsion of the “other” from national 

borders inciting violence.  Blood and soil (blut und boden) was a slogan heard in 

nineteenth century Germany after Otto von Bismarck's 1871 creation of the modern 

German nation,99 later picked up by the National Socialist German Workers’ Party as 
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Adolf Hitler held that people of German descent (blood) had the right to live on 

German soil, but those without this blood did not.  

 

Blood Sorcery Bible  

 

The idea that a spirit resided in the blood and that possession and working with the 

blood could control the living and the dead has been around for time immemorial.100 

Cagliastro’s Blood Sorcery Bible Volume 1: Rituals in Necromancy provides 

instruction in the dark arts related to blood necromancy. It provides that “The only 

Sacred Elixir we will ever need flows within us, as the iron it harbors proves us to 

already be a vital part of Blood’s magnificent magnetic equation.” I’ll observe the 

secrecy of the volume but offer its insights:   

 

 

Figure 90.  Glass of Water Colored Ink Blood 
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• The only Sacred Elixir we will ever need flows within us, as the iron it harbors 

proves us to already be a vital part of Blood’s magnificent magnetic equation. 

 

• Magnetism is the experience of being drawn, one to the other, through a force 

defined as an attraction to iron. Our red blood cells contain Iron.  

 

• Alchemical Symbols for Iron That is why you will see the presence of iron and 

iron filings in my work. Each of us contains enough iron in our Blood to forge a 

nail. Therefore, the Sacred Elixir is magnetic as it has iron and, if one works on 

the principles of magnetism, one is already part of the equation. We are already 

magnetized. 

 

• the one and only perfect Sacred Elixir within which waits for, begs for, your 

attention. Learn to love it, crave it and utilize its overtones, inhale it with the 

same curious sensuality brought to the greatest and sweetest patchouli or violet. 

Use tiny glistening amounts of it, smeared and startling, greater than the earth 

color of myrrh or the rich green vetivert. It is liquid ruby. 

 

• Arterial Blood is both the seeker and the sought. 
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• Arterial Blood carrying Iron is the warrior chariot for oxygen. 

 

• If there is any cultural universal, it is that we as humans react in a way to the 

appearance of blood that is separate and apart from the manner in which we 

react to any other matter 

 

• Venal Sacred Elixir, the bruised and beautiful swill flowing through your veins, 

bluer and burdened, carries dirty remnants away from hidden trunks filled with 

that which is already spent. No metal travels with it as it carries no need to 

breathe. It is the Blood of the morning after. 

 

• Blood, as it escapes our bodies, creates a moment of pause, a distinct human 

reaction that does not occur in the appearance of any other liquid or in any other 

context. Even though there are variances in the manner of the reaction, human 

beings react in a powerful way when Blood appears. I truly perceive that having 

a reaction to bleeding is the one and only Cultural Universal. 

 

• The Sacred Elixir is most vibrant and powerful when the least time and distance 

has passed between harvest and use. The ultimate usage would be poured right 

from your body onto the body of the recipients of the Sorcery. Don’t mistake this 

work for vampirism as the two are completely unrelated and actually opposite of 

one another.101 
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Blood as Covenant 

 

H.C. Trumbull’s The Blood Covenant traces the power of blood, noting, “Thus, in 

ancient Egypt, in ancient Canaan, in ancient Mexico, in modern Turkey, in modern 

Russia, in modern India, and in modern Otaheite; in Africa, in Asia, in America, in 

Europe, and in Oceanica: Blood-giving was life-giving. Life-giving was love-showing. 

Love-showing was a heart-yearning after union in love and in life and in blood and in 

very being. That was the primitive thought in the primitive religions of all the world.”102 

 

“Almost as universal as the recognition of the life in the blood, has been the 

identification of the heart as the blood-centre and the blood-fountain, and so as the 

epitome of the life itself,”103 notes Trumbull, although we now know that the blood 

originates in the stem cells within the marrow of the bones.  Even our bones are laced 

with blood vessels, only recently discovered, crossing from the bones’ surface to the 

internal cavity.104 “It’s time to rewrite the anatomy books: a new kind of blood vessel 

has been discovered in our bones. These previously unknown vessels cross from the 

bones’ surface to their internal cavity and may shed light on bone diseases, such as 

osteoporosis, and conditions involving the immune system.”105 
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Figure 91.  Blood capillaries – Konstantin Inozemtsev 

 

Blood as the elixir of human life led to images of the liver as cistern and the heart as the 

blood-fountain. “It is true that in many parts of the world the liver was made prominent 

as seemingly a synonym of life; but this was obviously because of the popular belief that 

the liver was itself a mass of coagulated blood. The idea seems to have been that, as the 

heart was the blood-fountain, the liver was the blood-cistern; and that, as the source of 

life (or of blood, which life is,) was at the heart; so, the great receptacle of life, or of 

blood, was the liver. Thus, in the classic myth of Prometheus, the avenging eagle of 

Jupiter is not permitted to gnaw upon the life-giving heart itself of the tortured victim, 

but upon the compacted body of life in the captive’s liver; the fountain of life is not to 

be destroyed, but the cistern of life is to be emptied daily of all that it had received from 

the out-flowing heart during the preceding night.”106 
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Blood also provides an inter-communion with the divine, as Trumbull explains in terms 

of his time: “Beyond the idea of inspiration through an interflow of God-representing 

blood, there has been in primitive man’s mind (however it came there) the thought of a 

possible inter-communion with God through an inter-union with God by blood. God is 

life. All life is from God and belongs to God. Blood is life. Blood, therefore, as life, may 

be a means of man’s inter-union with God by blood,”107 truly making blood the ultimate 

connective tissue.  

 

Figure 92. The Oath of Catiline (after Salvator Rosa), 

Joseph-Marie Vien (1716–1809) 
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Nekyia Power of Blood108  

 

The blood in The Black Books has transformational power as an image. Its liquid “I” 

nature gives it transformative power as well as diffused intelligence on nano levels that 

we can barely even begin to grapple with -- libido in its bold, energic essence -- 

communicator, connector, identifier, liquid of billions of cells, markers, identity tracers 

and a carrier of identity, kinship, heredity, life force and brotherhood.  Blood itself is a 

universal mythopoetic and erythropoietic phenomenon and perhaps the most powerful 

supernova symbol of human life and liquid creation connecting the human and the 

divine, the living and the dead.  It is worthy of our contemplation in humility to 

understand its lessons.  There are latent dimensions to the blood image that demonstrate 

what Hillman calls its “its inexhaustibility, its bottomlessness.”  Blood often “haunts or 

obsesses” until we respond to it, and it is an example of “image as a daimon offering 

indications of fate.” Blood images demand to be taken seriously as does blood itself.  

According to Hillman, “the soul searches everywhere for the myths that will nourish it.”  

Like Jung’s soul shows and tastes, blood is the attractor as with the example of nekyia. 

Truly, the elixir of life is not blood but rather blood flow.109 Spread the blood and the soul 

will appear.  Write your soul work in blood, and its images will carry your soul forward 

in time sparking power and transmitting profound meaning beyond ego understanding 

as if flowing across time, culture and boundaries and longing to nourish, incarnate and 

flow. 
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Figure 93.  Splatter Painting , 1996 –  Hermann Nitsch 

 

Blood Writings 

                   Erythro-mythopoiesis 

Poiesis is magical.  It is also divinely human. Myths, writings in ink and blood and 

coloring the archetypes are human actions.110  Like the flowing blood of erythropoiesis, 

a billion cells are produced in the red marrow of bones in a process we can never 

know, while a billion stars long to incarnate. 
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The vision has progressed to a ship as if Hell has frozen over, and the “I” finds itself 

compelled by war to choose the fastest ship home and shortest route home.  He 

encounters the colossal cold -- again a frigidity and frozen state has spread to be 

colossal cold that froze everything, magnified, stopped in place  

https://dailygalaxy.com/2019/03/colossal-cosmic-cold-front-survived-for-over-a-

third-of-the-age-of-the-universe/, then he met up with the flood, sea of blood, again a 

massive sensate image, and a barren tree (his legacy) whose leaves the frost had 

transformed into a remedy.  He plucked the ripe fruit and gave to you, which left on 

your tongues an aftertaste of blood.  This scene shows transformation; the ripe fruit of 

the barren tree frozen into a remedy near a sea of blood gives a bittersweet intoxicating 

drink with an aftertaste of blood.  The colossal mind may be the cold rational brain.  

But confronting the frozen part transforms the barren legacy into a remedy, 

bittersweet, intoxicating with an aftertaste of blood - which is what I could say of The 

Black Books, with an aftertaste of blood. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Jung has been on a blood journey as are we all.  From the initiatory, ghostlike dreams 

Jung moved through the bloodied landscape as a passenger streaming on rails of 

rationality and industrial progress encased in steel and behind glass.  The fields are 

visible but distant, and even though he sees and moves through, he is not viscerally 

touching the surrounding.  And yet the blood as always in birth, deflowering etc. is 

initiatory.  More dreams of blood and then a passage through colossal cold -- the cold of 

the rational heart -- tries to take him as quickly as possible, in open air through blood, 
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which has with the frost created the remedy.  He sees the depth and then drops in to 

see the red stone, and a passageway opens as he hears, touches and sees the dead body 

and knows he has been dead.  Ultimately, his anima is the female and the beheader 

along with the knowledge and wisdom intertwined as family.  Death scenes and 

multiple characters have been formed and guide and challenge “I” that has morphed 

into a multiplicity of figures.  Ultimately the scene of pain and death is no longer 

distant. The maimed child crushed and battered is the soul of mankind.  Jung’s “I” 

must eat of the flesh of the liver and blood and be regenerated.  New characters emerge 

and ultimately the dead return to commune, seeking blood and the incarnation of the 

living for their hollow spiritual selves.  Hanging “I” finds release, and the new Abraxas 

incarnates Atmaviktu.  The dancing star is born from eternity.111  The Black Books are 

indeed blood books, books of emergency and emergence, spilled blood leading to new 

blood, a river and cycle of life with the awakening, the biting in, (bloodied mouth, 

hands heart, liver), a remedy for the dead soul, bittersweet, intoxicating with an 

aftertaste of blood, with an aftertaste of blood.   

 

Poiesis is magical.  It is also divinely human.  Myths, writings in ink and blood and 

coloring the archetypes are human actions.  Like the flowing blood of erythropoiesis, a 

billion cells are produced in the red marrow of bones in a process we can never know, 

while a billion stars long to incarnate. 
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Figure 94. Carl Jung, The Red Book, Liber Secundus, Image 125, 1919/20 
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Figure 95.  Poppies at a tree with barbed wire, Flanders Fields, Belgium 
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Endnotes 

 
1 The Oxford English Dictionary entries on “poiesis” define the term as a noun and as a suffix: 

poiesis, n. 

Origin: A borrowing from Greek. Etymon: Greek ποίησις. 
Etymology: < ancient Greek ποίησις creation, production < ποιεῖν to make, create, produce (see poet n.) 
+ -σις -sis suffix. Compare poesis n., poesy n.  
 
Chiefly literary.   

Creative production, esp. of a work of art; an instance of this.  

-poiesis, comb. form 

Origin: A borrowing from Greek. Etymon: Greek -ποίησις. 
Etymology: < Hellenistic Greek -ποίησις, combining form of ancient Greek ποίησις (see poiesis n.). 
Compare -poeia comb. form and -poietic comb. form. Compare French -poièse, German -poese.  
 
Chiefly Physiology. 
 
Forming nouns denoting the formation or production of something, esp. of various organic substances, 
tissues, etc., as haemopoiesis n. at haemo- comb. form , lymphopoiesis n. at lympho- comb. form . 
 
2 The specific passage quoted is Plutarch's paraphrase and explanation of Empedocles on the exile of the soul in his 
short work On Exile, 609cd. 
 
3 We can immediately think of the phrase often attributed to Heraclitus and his river fragments 
including, “No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it’s not the same river and he’s not the same 
man.” Jung captures this in the “liquidity” of the “I”, which moves and changes throughout the text while 
the characters of the unconscious change, shape-shift, develop and merge. See Leonardo Tran, 
Heraclitus: The River Fragments, The Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy Newsletter (1989), 253,  
 
4 The Black Books (C.G. Jung, The Black Books 1913-1932: Notebooks of Transformation (Philemon  
Series). Translated by M. Liebscher, J. Peck & S. Shamdasani. Edited by S. Shamdasani. New York & 
London: W.W. Norton & Company, 2020)) is a 2020 edition of Carl Jung’s Black Books – the private, 
primarily black notebooks that Jung kept from 1913 to 1932. The Black Books recorded Jung’s visions 
and active imaginations in Jung’s own handwriting in German which is reproduced in facsimile in the 
2020 edition along with the English translation, the detailed exposition of Sonu Shamdasani and some of 
Jung’s images. Jung drew from the raw materials of his Black Books journals to create the very elaborate 
Gutenberg Bible style tome of his revised and edited materials drawing from Books I to 5 of his Black 
Books. This work became known as The Red Book or The Red Book: Liber Novus, and it was released in 
English in 2009. (C.G. Jung, The Red Book: Liber Novus, Translated by M. Kyburz, John Peck and Sonu 
Shamdasani. Edited by S. Shamdasani. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2009). Black Books Book 6 
and Book 7 are not included in The Red Book:Liber Novus. While The Red Book:Liber Novus was 
intended for posthumous publication, the Black Books are private, unfiltered journal records just 
recently made available with the consent of Jung’s estate in 2020 thanks to the work of Sonu 
Shamdasani and the Philemon Foundation.  
 
5 Sonu Shamdasani reports the initial visions in Volume 1 of The Black Books: 
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`“:1–2. October 1913: Repeated vision of flood and death of thousands, and the voice that said that this will 
become real. 
3. Vision of the sea of blood covering the northern lands. 
4. December 12, 1913: Image of a dead hero. 
5. December 15, 1913: Slaying Siegfried in a dream. 
6. December 25, 1913: Image of the foot of a giant stepping on a state, and images of murder and bloody 
cruelty. 
7. January 2, 1914: Image of a sea of blood and enormous dying. 
8. January 22, 1914: His soul comes up from the depths and asks him if he will accept war and 
destruction. She shows him images of destruction, military weapons, human remains, sunken ships, 
destroyed states, and so forth. 
9. May 21, 1914: He hears a voice saying that the sacrificed fall left and right. 
10–12. June–July 1914: Dream (repeated three times) of being in a foreign land and having to return 
quickly by ship, and the descent of the icy cold.”  
 
See Jung, The Black Books, Volume 1, 38-39. 
 
6 Author’s poiesis appears in italicized sections, in poetry, comments and blood reverie. 
 
7 See endnote 1 above.  As a nomen actionis, poiesis carries verbal action in a noun and a nuance of 
bringing into being that which did not exist before. 
 
8 The Bible, New International Version (NIV), Book of Revelation 16:1.   
 
9 The Bible, English Standard Version (ESV), Exodus 7:14 – 11:10.  
 
“In Revelation 16, it is a mysterious liquid from the angel’s bowl that turns the sea into blood, whereas in 
Exodus it is magic (fortified by God’s command for Moses) or just simply magic performed by the 
Egyptian magi. Some evolutionary theorists talk about the animals’ achievement as an ability to keep sea 
inside as blood, particularly when proto-amphibians make it to the shore. The Exodus passage also raises 
an alchemical point, of the origin of the art as al-Khemia, or Black Land (referring to the fertile black soil 
of the Nile, or Khem), since Exodus 7:22 in passing acknowledges the power of Egyptian magicians, who 
can perform the transmutation all on their own.” Sylvester Wojtkowski, private communication.  
  
10John Goldhammer offers a symbolic understanding of the sea of blood vision considering Jung’s psyche 
in 1913: “This brings us to the blood: ‘Then the whole sea turned to blood.’ If we imagine being a sea 
‘turned to blood,’ we would probably feel disturbed, bloodied, changed from some traumatic event, a 
massive dying, an ending that has released its lifeblood into the sea. An Alchemical process is definitely 
underway, a mixture of blood and water. Blood released from the death of ‘uncounted thousands’ of old 
ideas and theories that can no longer contain Jung's essential spirit. We could say that Jung's lifeblood - 
his essential nature - that had been circulating through the body of Freudian thought, is now useful, a 
necessary experience, a valuable ingredient in the new psychological being that would now rise from the 
rubble of civilization, the internal chaos created by leaving the house of Freud. As the sea, I've been 
changed - blood, the vital essence necessary for life, has moved into me (the sea). And for Jung, I am the 
source of his life, the unconscious, the ‘zone of magnified power,’ the mysterium, the special world. 
Jung's passion, his life's work that was ‘in his blood,’ has been freed, perhaps also telling him that his 
work would be to explore the ‘sea,’ the depths of the collective unconscious and its relationship to the 
individual psyche. Still glimmerings of a precognitive dream but with a very different slant, a dramatic 
explanation of the sweeping consequences for Jung and his life when he pulled Excalibur from the 
monolith of Freudian psychology.” Text adapted from: John Goldhammer. Radical Dreaming: Use Your 
Dreams to Change Your Life (New York: Kensington Publishing /Citadel Press, 2003). - cited in John 
Goldhammer, “The End of Civilization: Did Jung Underestimate the Significance of His Own Dreams?” 
The Jung Page: Reflections on Psychology, Culture and Life, October 27, 2013. 
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In his essay “C.G. Jung and the Prophet Puzzle,” Lance Owens noted, “Confronted with prolonged visual 
hallucinations, Jung conceded that interior powers he could neither resist nor ignore were demanding 
his attention. He interpreted his predicament firstly in personal terms, as a summons to engage lost, 
rejected, or hidden aspects of himself. In the opening words of his journal on 12 November 1913, he 
petitioned reunion with his ‘almost forgotten soul.’ Throughout four subsequent weeks of rigorous 
nightly introspection, a voice from the depths began to answer him. He listened.” See Murray Stein and 
Thomas Arzt, eds., Jung’s Red Book for Our Time: Searching for Soul under Postmodern Conditions 
(Asheville, North Carolina: Chiron Publications, 2017), Vol. 1, 88.  
 
11 Shamdasani notes in The Black Books, Volume 1, “In 1917, Jung published a short book with a long 
title: The Psychology of the Unconscious Processes: An Overview of the Modern Theory and Method of 
Analytical Psychology. In his preface, dated December 1916, he proclaimed, ‘The psychological 
processes, which accompany the present war, above all the incredible brutalization of public opinion, the 
mutual slanderings, the unprecedented fury of destruction, the monstrous flood of lies, and man’s 
incapacity to call a halt to the bloody demon—are suited like nothing else to powerfully push in front of 
the eyes of thinking men the problem of the restlessly slumbering chaotic unconscious under the ordered 
world of consciousness. This war has pitilessly revealed to civilized man that he is still a barbarian.” 
Citation in Jung, The Black Books, Volume 1, 55-56.   
 
12 Michael Haight is an artist living and working in Los Angeles, California. His evocative Blood Ghost II 
piece from 2016 uses acrylic and vinyl on canvas. See also Michael Haight’s Blood Ghost Mural in Figure 
11.  
 
13 Hermann Nitsch (1938–2022) is widely renowned for a blood oeuvre encompassing crucifixions, large-
scale Schüttbild splatter paintings as well as controversial and visceral performance art pieces. His blood 
splatter work appears in Figures 12, 46, 47, 48,50. Nitsch’s splatter paintings are works in acrylic paint, 
although some combine blood and oil. His performance art Dark Mofo appears in Figures 52 and 53. See 
also endnote 39 below. 
 

 
Hermann Nitsch in 2017 - Philipp Schuster 
 
14 Marc Quinn’s“Self is a self-portrait of the artist, but one that literally uses his body as material since 
the cast of Quinn's head, immersed in frozen silicone, is created from ten pints of his own blood. In this 
way, the materiality of the sculpture has both a symbolic and real function. The work was made at a time 
when Quinn was an alcoholic and a notion of dependency – of things needing to be plugged in or 
connected to something to survive – is apparent since the work needs electricity to retain its frozen 
appearance. A further iteration made every five years, this series of sculptures presents a cumulative 
index of passing time and an ongoing self-portrait of the artist's ageing and changing self.” See 
marcquinn.com.  
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Will Self writes in 2009, “Quinn's Self which has stared out from its silicone-filled cabinet at the world 
for almost two decades now, has seen much of the folly of Man. The imminent arrival in London of the 
Younger Memnon, the monumental statue of Ramesses II, is thought to have inspired Shelley to write his 
Ozymandias. Even before he set eyes on the Pharaoh's stony countenance, the poet was transfixed by its 
ataraxy- an indifference that seemed to defy time itself. It is to this lineage that Self belongs: a work that 
is preceded by a mythic shock wave, and which when finally revealed, stuns its viewers into submission, 
as they prostrate themselves before the incarnation of their own godless mortality.” Will Self, “Bring Me 
the head of Marc Quinn!” marcquinn.com, 2009.    
 
15 The French film Carnages directed by Delphine Gleize (2002), treats the impact of the bull’s blood and 
assorted organs on various protagonists.   
 
16 Blood boils in rage. “The term the blood boils has meant anger since the seventeenth century. The 
precise cliché appears in Thomas Macaulay’s The History of England (1848): ‘The thought of such 
intervention made the blood, even of the Cavaliers, boil in their veins.’ The Dictionary of Clichés. S.v. 
“make blood boil.” From https://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/make+blood+boil 
 
17 Alfred Ribi, The Search for Roots: C. G. Jung and the Tradition of Gnosis (Los Angeles and Salt Lake 
City: Gnosis Archive Books, 2013), 265. Ribi is quoting from “Gnostic Symbols of the Self” in Jung, CW 
9ii, §§291, 293.  
 
18 “Blood pushes to my heart” means that blood races through the circulatory system as part of arousal or 
the fight-or-flight fear response. Here there is also an implication of Eros as the blood rushes to the heart 
when Jung’s “I” is asked “Do you love me?” “High blood pressure (HBP or hypertension) is when your 
blood pressure, the force of your blood pushing against the walls of your blood vessels, is consistently too 
high.” See American Heart Association, “What is High Blood Pressure,” www.heart.org “When a person 
is frightened or perceived to be in danger, the brain triggers a surge of adrenaline, which makes the heart 
beat faster and pushes the body instantly into “fight-or-flight” mode.” American Heart Association, “Can 
you really be scared to death?” American Heart Association News, October 31, 2018. In an elevated 
emotional state of fear or anger, the blood rushing to the heart can rip the arteries and cause sudden 
death by dissection or at least a heart emergency. Here the blood pushes to the heart. This as an 
involuntary lizard-brain level response of stress and fear as opposed to blood rushing to other body parts 
and commonly pictured as a hand-to-heart shock that might lead to a heart attack in an extreme case. 
“Some conditions can make a person’s heart feel like it’s beating out of their chest, or cause such intense 
pain, a person may think their heart will explode.” See Rachel Nall, “Help! My Heart Feels Like It’s 
Exploding,” Healthline, November 2, 2018. 
 
19 aggressive eat-or-be-eaten drive for Salome is described as a tiger, an animal associated with the 
feminine and the feline and with blood as a predatory carnivore. Tigers go for the jugular and feed on 
raw flesh of living animals or on meat and are blood predators. We also have associations of Tiger moms, 
aggressive, blood predator mothers bent on grooming their young and providing the best opportunities 
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in the success 

 
Here Salome is a tiger “whose hands are stained with the blood of the holy one.” As in Jean-Paul Sarte’s 
Les mains sales, “stained hands” indicate a person who digs all into the blood and shit of the world with 
a zest for the vicious, raw power and the meat and carcasses of life, taking no prisoners and unapologeti- 
cally digging into the bloody and gross parts of life. Hands that are stained here are bloodied with the red 
blood.  
 
20 Salome is a feminine name derived from the verb םלש  (shalem), to be or make whole or complete and 
the familiar noun םולש  (shalom), meaning peace. There's only one woman named Salome in the Bible, 
and she is mentioned twice (but only by Mark) as one of the women who stood with the Mary's under 
the cross of Christ (Mark 15:40, 16:1). 
https://www.abarim-publications.com/Meaning/Salome.html 
 
Salome is not mentioned by name in the Biblical story of John the Baptist, but has come to be 
associated with the story. “According to the Gospels of Mark (6:14–29) and Matthew (14:1–12), Herod 
Antipas had imprisoned John the Baptist for condemning his marriage to Herodias, the divorced wife of 
his half brother Herod Philip (the marriage violated Mosaic Law), but Herod was afraid to have the 
popular prophet killed. After Salome danced before Herod and his guests at a festival, he promised to 
give her whatever she asked. Prompted by her mother, Herodias, who was infuriated by John’s 
condemnation of her marriage, the girl demanded the head of John the Baptist on a platter, and the 
unwilling Herod was forced by his oath to have John beheaded. Salome took the platter with John’s 
head and gave it to her mother.” 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Salome-stepdaughter-of-Herod-Antipas.  
 
 

 
 
This anima figure symbolizes attraction and beheading, carrying forth the earlier symbol of the 
beheaded man Jung’s “I” has encountered in the depths. She is also an expression of feminine agency 
getting the job done while cold-blooded and terrifying. She is able to use her arts of dance to extract 
Herod Antipas’ offer to fulfill a request after she danced for him. So, she is not a female warrior 
brandishing a sword herself. Her actions combine female beauty and arts with filial loyalty and the  
use of wiles and opportunity to take down one who has offended.   
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There is also a great deal of trickster and irony - iron is a prominent part of blood. The 
ceremonial act of the head on a platter indicates her strong stomach and ability to proceed with 
decorum and formality while completing her task. She is thus a symbol of bloody strength. As 
Elijah speaks, “My wisdom and my daughter are one.” (180, v.2) So, here we have a further gloss 
on the character of Salome. She is not personally drawing blood but rather able to carry out in a 
cold-blooded fashion the work of providing the severed head. Here the severed head may be the 
thinking head of Jung’s “I.” The rational head of reason is being severed and offered to the 
feminine by the anima while the greater knowledge of the prophet Elijah looks on. Knowledge is 
the semen that has birthed the agent of revenge that will deliver proof of the execution on a 
platter. A dinner platter also implies that the head may serve as a meal as in cannibalistic 
practice.  It also demonstrates the decisive speed with which the task is executed. 
 
Here Salome is portrayed as the daughter of Elijah. She is also blind, a feature created by Jung’s psyche’s 
poiesis.  
 
Elijah, (9th century BCE) was “a Hebrew prophet who ranks with Moses in saving the religion of Yahweh 
from being corrupted by the nature worship of Baal. Elijah’s name means “Yahweh is my God” …The 
story of his prophetic career in the northern kingdom of Israel during the reigns of Kings Ahab and 
Ahaziah is told in 1 Kings 17–19 and 2 Kings 1–2 in the Bible. Elijah claimed that there was no reality 
except the God of Israel, stressing monotheism to the people with possibly unprecedented emphasis. 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Elijah-Hebrew-prophet 
 
Salome killed for filial revenge at the request of her parent, and so she is also a filial daughter and does 
not break decorum or ruin the banquet while politely delivering the requested severed head of John the 
Baptist. She has a well-adapted executive function and does not seem so sensately bloodthirsty. She was 
aware of the familial affront and was able to get the job done as requested while delivering the head on 
an elegant silver platter.   
 
21 See Henry Clay Trumbull, The Blood Covenant (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1885. Reprint, 
Frankfurt am Main: Outlook Verlag, 2018. Books on Demand), 113. 
 
The many-armed, bloody Goddess Kali appears in this vision. “Kali is the Hindu goddess of death, time, 
and doomsday. She is often associated with sexuality and violence but is also considered a strong mother 
figure and symbol of motherly love. Kali embodies shakti - feminine energy, creativity and fertility - and 
is an incarnation of Parvati, wife of the great Hindu god Shiva…Kali's most common pose in paintings is 
in her most fearsome guise as the slayer of demons, where she stands or dances with one foot on a 
collapsed Shiva and holds a severed head. She wears a skirt of severed human arms, a necklace of 
decapitated heads, and earrings of dead children, and she often has a terrifying expression with a lolling 
extended tongue which drips blood.” Mark Cartwright, “Kali,” World History Encyclopedia, June 21, 
2013.  
 
Here we have an early example in The Black Books of the characters shapeshifting and merging in Jung’s 
visions. In Jung’s commentary to this vision in his second, corrected draft of The Red Book he noted, 
“Kali, however, is Salome and Salome is my soul.” See also endnote 80 below discussing Kali/Salome’s 
image which re-emerges in The Black Books, Volume 7, 186-187. 
 
22 See Trumbull, The Blood Covenant, 113 citing the work of Jean Abbé Dubois identified in the notes as 
“Dubois’s Des. of Man. and Cust. in India, Part III., chap. vii.” 
 
23 Alyssa Roat, “Why Did God Require Animal Sacrifices in the Bible? Does it Serve Any Purpose Today?” 
christianity.com, June 27, 2019.   
24 Ibid.  
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25 Here the flow of blood streams from the mouth of the lodger choking on and coughing up his blood. 
Thus is a scene of bloody demise and a death sign. The blood signals internal illness and bleeding out as 
the sign of death initiation. Sullied with blood twice over, Jung’s “I”’s hands are also sullied, as if he is 
implicated in the death, and then all is still. Coughing is important because nonpulmonary sources of 
bleeding are not usually associated with hemoptysis. This image is an emergency of stale old blood 
getting coughed up. 
 
The medical term for coughing up blood is hemoptysis if from the lungs and hematemesis if from the 
digestive tract. The blood may be small amounts of bright red blood, or frothy blood-streaked sputum 
(phlegm). “This blood is usually from the lungs and often the result of prolonged coughing or a chest 
infection. If the blood is dark and comes with traces of food, it probably originated in the stomach or 
elsewhere in the digestive tract. This may be a sign of a more serious condition.”  See Joana Cavaco Silva, 
“What causes blood in sputum?” Medical News Today, January 12, 2020. See also “Coughing Up blood 
(blood in phlegm),” NHS https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coughing-up-blood/ 
 
Dulce et Decorum Est  
 
Bent double, like old beggars under sacks, 
Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge, 
Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs, 
And towards our distant rest began to trudge. 
Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots, 
But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind; 
Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots 
Of gas-shells dropping softly behind. 
 
Gas! GAS! Quick, boys!—An ecstasy of fumbling 
Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time, 
But someone still was yelling out and stumbling 
And flound’ring like a man in fire or lime.— 
Dim through the misty panes and thick green light, 
As under a green sea, I saw him drowning. 
 
In all my dreams before my helpless sight, 
He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning. 
 
If in some smothering dreams, you too could pace 
Behind the wagon that we flung him in, 
And watch the white eyes writhing in his face, 
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin; 
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood 
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs, 
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud 
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,— 
My friend, you would not tell with such high zest 
To children ardent for some desperate glory, 
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est 
Pro patria mori. (Wilfred Owen)  
 
One of the most admired poets of World War I, Wilfred Edward Salter Owen is best known for his poems 
“Anthem for Doomed Youth” and “Dulce et Decorum Est.” He was killed in France on November 4, 1918. 
 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46560/dulce-et-decorum-est  
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Coughing Up Blood 
Reuben coughs up some blood 
And then goes back to sleep 
Blood? 
Are you sure it wasn’t a gummy bear? 
No 
Reuben doesn’t eat gummy bears 
But he does sustain himself 
On the blood 
Of your unborn thoughts 
What a senseless monster! 
Has anyone got a stake 
I could drive through his crotch 
So we can all be rid 
Of this menace? (Reuben Tourettes) 
 
https://thinkingmystic.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/poem-coughing-up-blood/  
 
 
26 Bloodstains and even dried blood can carry and transmit bloodborne pathogens making spilled blood 
one of the most dangerous substances. And yet these stains and traces emphatically record crimes and 
establish identity left in the singular liquid identity of the blood in its nuclear DNA, and the liquid blood 
traces and patterns write images of moments in time that can be read.  
 
“When a crime involves violence, there likely will be blood at the scene. The basic sciences behind  
bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) are physics and geometry—physics describing how blood in   
motion behaves, and geometry used to calculate areas of origins for the patterns.”  Suzanne Bell, 
Forensic Science (Boca Raton, London and New York: Taylor & Francis Group), 55. In this way the 
persistent identity of the blood can also reveal a collective event, in effect writing the scene in blood 
patterns. 
 
“Dried blood may be found at crime scenes, deposited either through pooling or via airborne transfer 
(spatter). The patterns left by blood can suggest the kind of injury that was sustained, the final 
movements of a victim, the angle of a shooting, and more. Bloodstains on artifacts such as clothing and 
weapons may be crucial to understanding how the blood was deposited, which can indicate the source of 
the blood. For example, a stain on a garment, such as a shirt, might indicate contact between the person 
who wore the shirt and a bloody object, while tiny droplets of blood might suggest proximity to a violent 
event, such as a beating.” See National Research Council, Strengthening Forensic Science in the United 
States: A Path Forward (Washington, DC: The National Academies Press, 2009). 
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Source: Google.com search for “bloody hands.” Accessed September 16, 2021. 
 
27 Next, Jung’s “I”’s lifeblood is draining from him on sharp stones of misery and death. Blood and stones 
are related in sacrifice.   
Here the blood ebbs away on the uncaring stones in sharp contrast as if the blood and the stones are in 
separate time zones and separate worlds. https://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/you-cant-get-blood-
out-of-a-stone.html  
 
Stones and blood are often juxtaposed in sacrificial rituals. Stone is the ancient hard substance of aeons 
past, while blood is the current, red vibrant living fluid. The blood offers life to the stones. Blood sacrifice 
is made to stones. Stones are also gravestones. 
 
28 Blood offerings to the Gods in stones appears in many cultures, and stones are juxtaposed with blood 
in many blood scenes throughout The Black Books. Some of the dead including the ancestral spirits of 
the Kelabit in Southeast Asia can only see red and receive their offerings in blood to stones. Ritual blood 
offerings to stones are reported in a number of Southeast Asian cultures as Janowski notes in some 
gruesome detail with humans as the intermediary agents for the spirits, offering blood and severed heads 
to the stone “lords of the lands,” as Jung would have appreciated. Monica Janowski, “Stones Alive! An 
Exploration of the Relationship between Humans and Stone in Southeast Asia,” Bijdragen tot de Taal-, 
Land- en Volkenkunde 176, no. 1 (2020): 105-46. 
 
29 Britannica notes that, “Basic to both animal and human sacrifice is the recognition of blood as the 
sacred life force in man and beast. Through the sacrifice—through the return of the sacred life revealed in 
the victim—the god lives, and, therefore, man and nature live. The great potency of blood has been 
utilized through sacrifice for a number of purposes—e.g., earth fertility, purification, and expiation.”  
https://www.britannica.com/topic/sacrifice-religion/Blood-offerings 
 
Blood ritual and blood cults are alive in the 21st century. Human trafficking of children from Africa to the 
U.K. for blood rituals and sacrificial rituals is reported. See Chris Rogers, “African children trafficked to 
UK for blood rituals,” BBC News, October 12, 2011. 
 
Ritual blood drinking is still taking place in modern times: “From what we can tell, most major cities 
across the world seem to have a vampire community,’ notes DJ Williams, a sociologist… So-called 
‘medical sanguinarians’ claim that regular shots of blood relieve them of fatigue, headaches and severe 
stomach pains.” See David Robson, “The people who drink human blood,” BBC Future, October 21, 2015. 
 
For a Jungian analysis of vampire as archetype, see Catriona Miller, “Blood Spirits: A Jungian Approach 
to the Vampire Myth” (PhD thesis, University of Stirling, 1998). 
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30 Cannibalism is shocking when we see it in the contemporary performance world as in the baby eating 
performances of Chinese artist Zhu Yu 朱昱 where he cooks and eats aborted human fetuses. Yet, eating 
the body and blood of our savior Jesus Christ reflects a God ritual of incorporation and a reenactment in 
which Christians engage weekly. It is rarely if ever considered viscerally. Transubstantiation enables 
believers to “dine on their deity” as one writer puts it, quite the opposite of eating your words. The Black 
Books image is not only of cannibalism but of liver cannibalism and so we must stick to the liver, the liver 
of the child, the “liver nobus” or “leber novus” of Jung’s work where he ingests the child anima’s liver. 
The liver, the detoxifying, balancing, self-regenerating liver, a critical supporting organ enabling life, the 
seat of life, divine and divining. For the liver or leber, like the liber can portend the way of what is to 
come. 
 
Zhu Yu 朱昱 created “Eating People” and “Sacrifice” exhibits, where he performed cannibalism. “He had 
pictures and recording of him eating a human fetus. Pictures showed him prepare the fetus, sever the fetus 
and gorge it down with a bottle of alcohol. His action was backed back up by him saying ‘No religion 
forbids cannibalism. Nor can I find any law which prevents us from eating people. I took advantage of the 
space between morality and the law and based my work on it.’ Although he is a Christian, he sees nothing 
wrong in eating people since there was no law against it. Most of his work has to do with religious issues 
between humanity and divinity and the society. Another similar piece he made ‘Thanks, Hutch,’ he 
performs eating human brains and admitted that it tastes horrible and vomited while eating.” Zhu Yu 朱昱, 
Political Artists, eichu.wordpress.com, October 14, 2009. See also Staff Writer, “Baby-eating photos are 
part of Chinese artist's performance,” Taipei Times, March 23, 2001.  
 
31 Jung read and also cited the work of Charles William King, who wrote on Gnosticism in the late 
nineteenth including on the baptismal blood ritual: “The ‘Taurobolia,’ or Baptism of Blood, during the 
later ages of the Western Empire, held the foremost place, as the means of purification from sin, however 
atrocious. Prudentius has left a minute description of this horrid rite, in which the person to be 
regenerated, being stripped of his clothing, descended into a pit, which was covered with planks pierced 
full of holes; a bull was slaughtered upon them, whose hot blood, streaming down through these 
apertures (after the fashion of a shower-bath), thoroughly drenched the recipient below. The selection of 
the particular victim proves this ceremony in connection with the Mithraica, which latter, as Justin says, 
had a ‘Baptism for the remission of Sins’; and the Bull being in that religion the recognised emblem 
of life, his blood necessarily constituted the most effectual laver of regeneration.” Charles William King, 
The Gnostics and Their Remains, 2nd ed. (London: David Nutt, 1887 and Evenity Publishing Inc., 2009), 
192.   
 
The Mithraic tauroctony or slaying of the bull is explored in Jung's chapter “The Sacrifice.” Wandlungen 
und Symbole der Libido written in 1912. Jung’s interpretation was that Mithras was the “sacrificer and 
the sacrificed.” Jung and Freud’s disagreement over the tauroctony and meaning of the Mithraic 
mysteries coincided with Jung’s break with Freud in 1913.  
 
32 “I”’s morphing vision: first serpent, bull slit open, then ass, or ram up to the “crucified one himself” is a 
sequence of animals used in sacrificial rituals across times and cultures.  
 

   
     Serpent sacrifice 
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33 Children can sense dead living parents. Here is a second grader’s poem:    
 
Mummy 
 
Oh, an Egyptian emperor  
Who couldn’t have more pride  
Oh, but when he died all of his servants 
put him in a case  
And after the millennium, the archaeologists  
Inside the pyramid would hear the case creak, creak 
And you would emerge  
With your great crown of power 
And your rags your servants put you in 
You’d be about six feet in measuring  
And go back in again 
Oh, Mummy hear my cry! 
Awaken again some day. 
 
Jameson archives from 2004.  
 
34 Jason Bittel, “Why We Were Totally Wrong About How Boa Constrictors Kill,” National Geographic, 
July 22, 2015.  
 
35 Arielle Duhaime-Ross, “Boa constrictors don’t kill the way you think they do - No, boa constrictors 
don’t kill prey by asphyxiating them — they stop the flow of blood instead,” The Verge, July 22, 2015. See 
also E. Douglas Van Buren, “Entwined Serpents,” Archiv für Orientforschung, 10. Bd. (1935-36): 53-65.  
 
36 CW 14 §512 is cited in The Black Books, Volume 4, 237, fn. 116.   
 
37 Fact, fiction or hoax? Clinical vampirism has been established in psychiatric peer-reviewed writing.  
Christa Drakulic and Kristine M. Jacquin of Fielding University cite “Noll’s (1992) Diagnostic Perspective 
of Clinical Vampirism (Renfield’s Syndrome): 1. Renfield’s Syndrome usually occurs in stages: (a) 
Autovampirism - a childhood occurrence/event in which blood is tasted, sparking fascination and 
excitement, leading to the habit of drinking one’s own blood or saving it in containers. After puberty, the 
excitement of the blood transforms to sexual arousal followed by masturbation. (b) Zoophagia - may 
occur prior to autovampirism or after and involves eating or drinking the blood of other animals or 
beings. Sexual activity may or may not occur. (c) Vampirism – obtaining and ingesting the blood of 
others, often during consensual sexual intercourse, lust murders, and other violent crimes. 2. The urge to 
ingest blood is usually linked to sexual elements. 3. Blood may be viewed as empowering or symbolizing 
life. 4. Experienced primarily by males. 5. The urge to drink blood is the main component of Renfield’s 
Syndrome.” Christa L. Drakulic and Kristine M. Jacquin, “Clinical Vampirism: Forensic Psychologists’ 
Ethical Obligations,” American College of Forensic Psychology Symposium 2018. See also Jolene 
Oppawasky, “Vampirism: clinical vampirism – Renfield’s syndrome,” Annals of the American 
Psychotherapy Association 13, no. 4 (2010).  
 
38 “The sense of smell is one of our most powerful connections to the physical world” notes Veronica 
Greenwood in BBC Future. Smell is also powerfully associated with our animal selves and instinct. About 
2o years ago biologists determined that olfactory sense receptors, as well as similar ones usually found 
on taste buds, crop up all over our bodies - a model diffused sensory intelligence. Reports show that we 
humans have “sweet taste receptors in the bladder and the gut, bitter taste receptors in the sinuses, 
airways, pancreas and brain, and scent receptors in muscle tissue…researchers poured over genomic data 
and reported that low levels of these receptors occurred in almost every tissue in the body. One possible 
explanation was that they are evolutionary leftovers whose previous functions were lost in time.” 
Scientists including Jennifer Pluznick have evidence that “in some tissues at least, these receptors “are 
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anything but passive and that our bodies’ sensate functions are diffused and ‘smelling’ and ‘tasting’ 
things deep inside of us as functions crucial to health.” Veronique Greenwood, “The startling sense of 
smell found all over your body,” BBC Future, July 10, 2013. See also Jennifer L. Pluznick, Ryan J. 
Protzko, et al., “Olfactory receptor responding to gut microbiota-derived signals plays a role in renin 
secretion and blood pressure regulation,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 110, no.11 
(2013): 4410-4415.  
 
39 A 2022 article noted, “Viennese Actionist Hermann Nitsch, who put blood, entrails, flesh, scream 
choruses, and gasoline in the service of works bristling with a primal, electric energy and often targeting 
religion or fascism,” died April 18th…Widely renowned for an oeuvre encompassing crucifixions, large-
scale splatter works, set design, and musical composition, Nitsch was the creator of Das Orgien 
Mysterien Theater (The Orgiastic Mystery Theater), or O.M.T., a long-running series of ritualistic 
performances which he saw as liberating art from the bonds of depiction and elevating it to a plane 
equivalent to that of life, with which it melded. Though his work often shocked audiences and resulted in 
the artist being arrested multiple times, Nitsch’s goal was not to horrify people but to offer them the 
experience of pure catharsis. “I try to educate the audience with my theater,” he told Artforum’s Alex 
Jovanovich in 2018, ‘to help them find their own existence, their own being.’ See Artforum, April 19, 
2022.  
 
40 Bloodletting carries the dual valence of collective bloodletting in war as well as controlled and targeted 
individual medicinal bloodletting even timed to be synchronous with astrological cycles. It can also relate 
to being sucked dry or leeched on by vampiric relatives or persons who suck blood, drain energy and feed 
off of others leeching away libido.  
 
41 In majorem Dei gloriam is translated in Jung, The Black Books, Volume 5, page 216, fn. 40 with 
reference to the Jesuits.  
 
42 H.R. Jerajani, Bhagyashri, Jaju, et al.,“Hematohidrosis – A Rare Clinical Phenomenon,” Indian J 
Dermatol 54, no. 3 (2009): 290–292. Physically the capillary blood vessels that feed the sweat glands 
rupture. “Acute fear and intense mental contemplation are the most frequent causes… Hysterical 
mechanisms and psychosomatic disorders are also believed to induce bleeding…Another type of bleeding 
through skin is psychogenic stigmata; a term used to signify areas of scars, open wounds or bleeding 
through the unbroken skin” and the authors report on a patient who developed bleeding from old scars 
in the case of extreme anxiety. 
 
43 Ibid. Jerajani, Jaju et al. explain: “The causes of hematohidrosis have been divided into 
nonreligious and religious. The nonreligious causes are as a component of systemic disease, 
vicarious menstruation (bleeding from a surface other than the mucous membrane of the uterine 
cavity that occurs at the time when normal menstruation should take place), excessive exertion, 
psychogenic, and unknown factors. Duan et al. reported hematohidrosis associated with primary 
thrombocytopenic purpura. Migliorini described a case of hematidrohosis otorrhea with 
otoerythrosis. Dubeikovskaia reported hematohidrosis in a 8-year-old child.” 

They report the religious cause as stigmata: “The religious cause is a stigma, which formerly meant a 
spot, a sign, a wound, or a mark branded on a slave. From the time of Christ's crucifixion, this term took 
on the special meaning as the reproduction of the wounds on palms, soles and crown that Christ suffered 
on the cross and it was believed to be supernaturally imposed by God. Jacobi (1923), quoted by Klauder, 
reported 300 instances of stigma (stigmata). Most of the stigmata patients were females both Catholics 
and non-Catholics.” Ibid.  

The authors also provide a clinical example: “A 72-year-old male consulted us for staining of 
undergarments with blood, in the area confined to the abdomen for 2 months, especially in the morning. 
He has suffered from continuous mental stress for two years due to family feud. There was no history of 
trauma to abdomen or genitals, bleeding disorder, excessive consumption of coloured diet or allergy to 
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food or drugs. He was a vegetarian and did not come in contact with meat and poultry products. He did 
not report any blood-stained discharge from the urethra and anal region. He denied history of 
extramarital sexual contact or development of STI. 

Cutaneous examination revealed trichomycosis axillaries and yellow staining of clothing, which were in 
contact with axillae and chest wall suggestive of chromhidrosis. Blood stains were not seen on the skin 
surface. They were visualized only on the portion of undergarment covering anterior part of abdomen 
[Figure 1], but not the genitals, perianal area, and buttocks. Routine hemogram and biochemical 
investigations to look for any systemic abnormality were within normal limits. Urine microscopy and 
urethral swab revealed no abnormality. Benzidine test to detect blood pigment on the undergarments 
[Figure 2] was positive. Hemochromogen test for confirming the blood pigment to be human blood 
pigment could not be performed due to nonavailability. Biopsy done during remission revealed an 
unremarkable epidermis, capillary sized vessels with RBCs in their lumen in the dermis along with 
papillary dermal oedema and dermal melanophages. Special stains to detect hemosiderin (percian blue) 
was positive. Psychiatric evaluation detected depressive disorder. On the basis of his clinical 
presentation, presence of depressive disorder and a positive benzidine test, diagnosis of hematohidrosis 
was made. Apart from regular counselling for his depressive disorder, he received no other systemic 
therapy.” Ibid.  

44 Ibid.  
 
45 Ibid. 
 
46 Ibid.  
 
47 Jordan Eagles is possibly the most ingenious blood artist of his generation in the opinion of this 
author.  
 
Jordan Eagles’ work appears in Figures 59, 61, 69, 70 and 79 of this paper. His multifaceted work in 
painting, sculpture, found objects and new media works incorporating blood have continued to evolve as 
social activism promoting blood donor equality for LGBTQ blood donors. “Jordan Eagles has garnered 
public and critical attention for his unique, signature use of animal blood in his works. Through an 
experimental, self-invented process, the artist combines blood with Plexiglas, UV resin, copper, gauze 
and other media to produce works,” notes Sarah Bryan Miller commenting on Jordan Eagles’ exhibition 
Blood/Spirit, at MOCRA in the St. Louis University campus, January 20 – May 12, 2013. (See endnote  
63 below). Jordan’s later sculptural works include Blood Mirror, “a sculpture and collaborative project, 
created with 59 blood donations from gay, bisexual, and transgender men, that advocates for equality 
and protests the U.S. government's stigmatizing and discriminatory blood ban. Blood Mirror was created 
in two phases between 2014 and 2016.” See jordaneagles.com. 
 
Regarding Eagles’ 2018 blood art Jesus Christies, Michael Chagnon writes, “On November 15, 2017, a 
painting attributed to Renaissance master Leonardo da Vinci, depicting Salvator Mundi—Jesus Christ 
as “Savior of the World”—sold for $450,300,000 at Christie’s New York, making it the most expensive 
artwork in history. For New York City-based artist Jordan Eagles, the sale of Salvator Mundi 
constitutes a point of departure for asking how we, as a society, value objects over human life.  

Eagles’ work Jesus, Christie’s features an original copy of the Christie’s Salvator Mundi sale catalogue, 
laser-cut to accommodate twelve medical tubes that were used for collecting the blood of an HIV+ 
undetectable long-term survivor and activist. Catalogue, tubes, needles and residual blood are encased 
in high-polished resin, mirroring the dimensions of the sold painting to forge a modern-day reliquary. 
In creating Jesus, Christie's, Eagles has considered Jesus as history’s greatest blood donor, following 
the Christian theological stance that he shed his blood for the deliverance of humankind.  The work 
forces us to question whether Jesus would have wanted $450 million to be spent on a painting of his 
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likeness, or instead dedicated to scientific and medical advancement that could help save lives and 
alleviate illness.” Ibid.  

Eagles began offering NFTs of his work in 2021 including URTS-A. Source energy. URTS-A is a new 
work erupting blood and copper as a stellar body alive with cosmic power. Collection of the author.  

48 “Soul or the dead needing blood may be a way of expressing concretely a need/necessity of living 
attention, that Jung’s “I” needs to give to them. It is as if the dead at this moment live the life of Jung’s 
“I”, as he is paying exclusive attention to them, for a moment suspending his life, writing (in Nietzschean 
sense in blood) in the service of the other, and only later responding from his position.” Sylvester 
Wojtkowski, private communication.  
 
49 Ciaran Tierney, “Bloody Sunday soldier faces two charges of murder in August trial,” Irish 
Central, June 18, 2019. 
 
50 “Blood, bleeding here is a way of showing life-attention, life-energy, being vitally engaged in the 
process, a kind “life and death” bloody endeavor. It requires the patient’s I to give living attention to the 
psychic others (symptoms, fantasies, dreams, etc.), encouraged/modeled by the analyst’s attention to the 
whole psyche of the patient and not only to the ego’s concerns.” Sylvester Wojtkowski, private 
communication.  
 
51 Reverend Marianne Wells Borg, Sermon on Body and Blood, Flesh and Spirit, Proper 16/John 6:56-69, 
Trinity Episcopal Church, Bend, Oregon, August 26, 2018. 
 
52 See C.G. Jung, The Collected Works (Bollingen Series XX). Volume 12: Psychology and Alchemy, 
trans. by R.F.C. Hull. Ed. by H. Read, M. Fordham, G. Adler, McGuirre, W. (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1989) §§396-397. In the section “Meditation and Imagination” Jung cites 
Sendivogius, the author of the treatise De Sulphure: “The author of the treatise “De sulphure” speaks of 
the “imaginative faculty” of the soul…The soul, he says, is the vice-regent of God (sui locum tenens seu 
vice Rex est) and dwells in the life-spirit of the pure blood.” §396 In the section on “Soul and Body” 
Jung further notes, “The soul in this text is evidently an anima corporalis (figs. 91, 208) that dwells in 
the blood. It would therefore correspond to the unconscious, if this is understood as the psychic 
phenomenon that mediates between consciousness and the physiological functions of the body.” §397.   
 
 See also C. G. Jung, The Collected Works (Bollingen Series XX). Volume 15: The Spirit in Man, Art and 
Literature trans. by R.F.C. Hull. Ed. by H. Read, M. Fordham, G. Adler, McGuirre, W. (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1966) §25. In the section on “Paracelsus The Physician” Jung notes 
that the physician needs to know of “the wonders of nature and the strange correspondence of the 
microcosm with the macrocosm, and not only with the visible universe, but with the invisible cosmic 
arcana, the mysteries” including the Melusines. Writing on Paracelsus, Jung says, “According to him 
Melusines are magical creatures that dwell in the blood, and “since blood is the ancient seat of the soul, 
we may conjecture that Melusina is a kind of anima vegetativa…She is in essence, a variant of the 
mercurial spirit.” Paracelsus and the Melusines are treated more fully in The Collected Works (Bollingen 
Series XX). Volume 13: Alchemical Studies trans. by R.F.C. Hull. Ed. by H. Read, M. Fordham, G. 
Adler, McGuirre, W. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1967).  
 
53 See Take Two Leeches and Call Me in the Morning | Deep Look, April 3, 2018. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-0SFWPLaII  

The Oxford English Dictionary defines “leech” as "One of the aquatic blood-sucking worms belonging 
to the order Hirudinea: the ordinary leech used medicinally for drawing blood belongs to the genus 
Hirudo or Sanguisuga.”  This is the second entry for the noun.  
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The Oxford English Dictionary first entry on the noun “leech” first refers to “a physician, one who 
practices the healing art” presumably connecting the leeches with medicine and bloodsucking, a  
practice that’s been revived in medicine today: 
 
“1 a. A physician; one who practises the healing art. Now archaic (chiefly poetic) or jocular; often 
apprehended as a transferred use of leech n.2” 
 
54 See Trumbull, The Blood Covenant, Preface, 2, discussing “the universally dominating primitive 
convictions: that the blood is the life; that the heart, as the blood-fountain, is the very soul of every 
personality; that blood-transfer is soul-transfer; that blood-sharing, human, or divine-human, secures  
an inter-union of natures; and that a union of the human nature with the divine is the highest ultimate 
attainment reached out after by the most primitive, as well as by the most enlightened, mind of 
humanity.” 
 
55 “The history of the medicinal leech is fascinating. In antiquity, Pliny the Elder (AD 23–79) 
recommended leeches to treat phlebitis and haemorrhoids, while Egyptian medics believed the leech 
could help cure everything from fevers to flatulence. For centuries, patients were bled to restore a 
supposed imbalance in bodily humours.” Susan Isaac, “Why you should love a leech: blood letting to 
microsurgery,” Royal College of Surgeons of England website, June 8, 2018. 
  
Leeches sucking blood are used in medicine today. Harvard researchers in 2022 are also analyzing leech 
blood in zoonotic reservoirs to map biodiversity. “They also see broader applicability in terms of tracking 
zoonotic reservoirs for diseases, since leech blood meals can also be screened for the viruses they 
contain.” See Harvard University, “Blood-sucking leeches can help scientists map biodiversity.” 
Phys.org, April 5, 2022.  
  
A 2017 article notes, “Since the time of ancient Egypt, leeches have been used in medicine to treat 
nervous system abnormalities, dental problems, skin diseases, and infections. Today, they’re mostly used 
in plastic surgery and other microsurgery. This is because leeches secrete peptides and proteins that 
work to prevent blood clots. These secretions are also known as anticoagulants. This keeps blood flowing 
to wounds to help them heal. 
 
Currently, leech therapy is seeing a revival due to its simple and inexpensive means of preventing 
complications. Medicinal leeches have three jaws with tiny rows of teeth. They pierce a person’s skin with 
their teeth and insert anticoagulants through their saliva. The leeches are then allowed to extract blood, 
for 20 to 45 minutes at a time, from the person undergoing treatment… [r]esearch is showing that there’s 
a reason why leeches were relied upon for centuries as an essential part of medical care. As we continue 
to find out more about the special properties in leech saliva, it may very well be that the treatment has 
even more practical use than we would have ever thought possible.” Brian Krans, “What is Leech 
Therapy?” healthline, April 21, 2017. 
 
56 The sun is one of the most powerful aspects of nature and amplified in Jung’s Symbols of 
Transformation and its 1912 predecessor text Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido. Jung’s work is in 
keeping with the widespread cultural phenomenon of amplifying human emotion onto the sun.  This is 
a clear case of pathetic fallacy and projection, human emotion projected onto celestial phenomena often 
seen in literary works. Coleridge in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner uses the sun to portray the 
emotions of the mariner. The beautiful, glorious and life affirming sun could turn cruel, debilitating, 
bloody red and threatening. The Bible says, “The sun shall be turned to darkness and the moon to 
blood.” Joel 2:31. Paracelsus, German-Swiss physician and alchemist who established the role of 
chemistry in medicine, noted the blood spirit and significance of this circulation of the blood, likening 
the heart to the center to the sun: “The human blood contains an airy, fiery spirit, and this spirit has its 
center in the heart, where it is most condensed and from which it radiates, and the radiating rays return 
to the heart,” and then establishes the universal correspondence. “Thus the world has its fiery spirit 
pervading the atmosphere, and its center is called the sun, and the influences radiating from the sun 
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return to that center.” This Paracelsus quote is from Manly Hall, Man: Grand Symbol of the Mysteries 
(Reprint of 1932 edition, Virginia: Borodino Books, 2018), 253.  
 
57 Angsar Dressler is an abstract painter living in Bavaria, Germany and working primarily in acrylics and 
oils. Angsar has exhibited his works in China, Germany, Spain and the U.S. His work appears in Figures 
61, 78 and 88. See an-dre-art.com.  
 
58 Bloodborne, is a highly successful 2015 action role-playing video game which involves navigating the 
decrepit, Gothic city of Yarnum whose inhabitants are inflicted with a bloodborne disease.  
 
59 “Hound’s nature lies in my blood.” The Bloodhound is a large scent hound, originally bred for hunting  
deer, wild boar and, since the Middle Ages, for tracking people. Believed to be descended from hounds 
once kept at the Abbey of Saint-Hubert, Belgium, it is known to French speakers as le chien de Saint-
Hubert. A more literal name in French for the bloodhound is le chien de sang. See The Fédération 
cynologique internationale (FCI) 12.07.2002/EN, FCI-Standard N° 84 CHIEN DE SAINT-HUBERT 
(Bloodhound). 
 
60 Hemolacria is a rare condition that makes people cry blood. See Koushik Tripathy and Baby Salini, 
“Hemolacria,” National Library of Medicine, StatPearls, February 21, 2022. See also Alessandra Di 
Maria and Fausto Famà, “Hemolacria —Crying Blood,” The New England Journal of Medicine 379 (Nov. 
1, 2018): 1766. 
 

 
 
61 Jung spoke of rubedo and blood in his 1952 interview with Mircea Eliade for Combat: “In the language 
of the alchemists, matter suffers until the nigredo disappears, when the “dawn” (aurora) will be 
announced by the “peacock’s tail” (cauda pavonis) and a new day will break, the leukosis or albedo. But 
in this state of “whiteness” one does not live in the true sense of the word, it is a sort of abstract, ideal 
state. In order to make it come alive it must have “blood,” it must have what the alchemists call the 
rubedo, the “redness” of life. Only the total experience of being can transform this ideal state of the 
albedo into a fully human mode of existence. Blood alone can reanimate a glorious state of consciousness 
in which the last trace of blackness is dissolved, in which the devil no longer has an autonomous 
existence but rejoins the profound unity of the psyche. Then the opus magnum is finished: the human 
soul is completely integrated.” C.G. Jung Speaking: Interviews and Encounters (Bollingen Series), 
edited by R. F.C. Hull (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2020), 229. 
 
Manly Hall noted of blood: “As the blood carries a partly developed archetype of future conditions within 
itself and is en rapport with the patterns which Nature is setting up in the external world. under certain 
moods man can almost violently anticipate impending change either for good or ill.” Hall, Man: The 
Grand Symbol, 293. He cited Abbe Alphonse Louis Constant (Eliphas Levi)’s ideas: “Blood is the first 
incarnation of the universal fluid; it is the materialized vital light. Its birth is the most marvelous of all 
nature’s marvels; it lives only by perpetually transforming itself, for it is the universal Proteus. The blood 
issues from principles where there was none of it before, and it becomes flesh, bones, hair, nails... tears, 
and perspiration. It can be allied neither to corruption nor death; when life is gone it begins 
decomposing; if you know how to reanimate it, to infuse into it life by a new magnetism of its globules, 
life will return to it again. The universal substance, with its double motion, is the great arcanum of being; 
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blood is the great arcanum of life.” Ibid, 294.  
 
62 “It seems that here: ‘the heart’s blood, warm human love,’ etc. qualify the attention needed and point 
to the loving whole-hearted living attention that is necessary to engage with the soul.” Sylvester 
Wojtkowski, private communication.  

63 “What ‘darts like flame but is not a flame, that grows cold with death yet blazes with dreams of 
conquest?” The riddle is from Giacomo Puccini’s opera “Turandot”; the answer is “blood.” See Sarah 
Bryan Miller, “Artist uses blood to show link between body and spirit,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, January 
27, 2013, commenting on the blood artwork of Jordan Eagles. 

64 It is as if the “blood” metaphor in The Black Books moves on the trajectory of Nietzschean thought and 
gradually gets spiritualized: “Of all things I love only that which is written with blood. Write with blood: 
and you will discover that blood is spirit.” See p. 12 above. 
 
65 See Hall, Man: Grand Symbol, 281. 
 
66 Jung reportedly borrowed material from Manly Hall’s private collection when writing “Psychology and 
Alchemy;” this is Hall’s main connection. Gilles Quispel, Hans Jonas and Alfred Ribi figure more 
prominently today as sources on Jung and Gnosticism.  
 
Ribi also writes about the power of man incarnate as being “born of blood,” echoing Simon Magus, who 
appears in The Black Books, noting: “As reported by Hippolytus, Simon also indicates there is a ‘Great 
and Boundless Power’ that has been ‘sealed, hidden and concealed’ and placed within the Dwelling that 
we call humankind. ‘And he [Simon] says that man here below, born of blood, is the Dwelling, and that 
the Boundless Power dwells in him, which he says is the Universal Root.’ This Power has a two-fold 
nature: one part is concealed inwardly, the other is outwardly manifest; furthermore, ‘the concealed 
(parts) …are hidden in the manifested, and the manifested produced by the concealed.’ The concealed 
portion must be met through ‘imaging’ and by ‘art;’ otherwise it will perish unknown.” Ribi, The Search 
for Roots, 22-23. 
 
67 Hall, Man: Grand Symbol, 281-282.   
 
68 Saugat Adhikari, Ra: God of the Sun and Radiance, “The Top 10 Most Worshipped Ancient Gods and 
Goddesses,” Ancient History Lists, November 7, 2019.     
 
69 Hall, Man: Grand Symbol, 282-283. 
 
70 Ibid, 283. 
 
71 Homeric philologist Brooke Holmes writes about the extent that bleeding wounds in The Iliad render 
visible the circulation of algea (or suffering) through odunai (pains to the physical body through violent 
wounding) and death. She notes of blood, “Critical to the poetic expression of odunai, I will argue, is 
what I understand to be its visual evidence, namely blood, which announces a breach in the chrôs (or 
surface of the body) and indicates that the hero's life-force is being ‘paid out.’ Ending pain, as we will see, 
involves closing up this bleeding body. The importance of blood to the description of pain suggests that 
the register of the ‘felt’ has an enclitic relationship to the register of the ‘seen,’ that is, the representation 
of suffering is supported by visual clues. Thus, the spectacular nature of the bleeding body recommends 
it as a surface on which to plot the intersections between pain and power in the field of vision, the most 
important site of representation for archaic oral poetry.” Brooke Holmes, “The Iliad's Economy of Pain,” 
Transactions of the American Philological Association (1974-2014) 137, no. 1 (2007): 48. 
 
72 This refers to a long tradition of animal sacrifice, including in the Old Testament which was altered 
after the coming of Jesus Christ whose suffering and atonement obviated the need for animal sacrifice.  
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73 Blood offerings: “Basic to both animal and human sacrifice is the recognition of blood as the sacred 
life force in man and beast. Through the sacrifice—through the return of the sacred life revealed in the 
victim—the god lives, and, therefore, man and nature live. The great potency of blood has been utilized 
through sacrifice for a number of purposes—e.g., earth fertility, purification, and expiation. The letting  
of blood, however, was neither the only end nor the only mode of human and animal sacrifice.”  
https://www.britannica.com/topic/sacrifice-religion/Blood-offerings  
 
See David Joralemon, “Ritual Blood-Sacrifice among the Ancient Maya. Part 1.” in Primera Mesa 
Redonda de Palenque, edited by M. G. Robertson, Pebble Beach: The Robert Louis Stevenson School 1 
(2) (1974): 59-75. 
 
See also Jessica Munson et al., “Classic Maya Bloodletting and the Cultural Evolution of Religious 
Rituals: Quantifying Patterns of Variation in Hieroglyphic Texts,” PloS ONE 9, no. 9 (2014): 107982.  
 
See Helen R. Haines et al., “Stingray Spine Use and Maya Bloodletting Rituals: A Cautionary Tale, Latin 
American Antiquity 19, no. 1 (2008): 83-98, noting that “Exsanguination not only supplied the offertory 
material necessary to sustain the gods, but also opened a conduit between the natural and supernatural 
worlds.” 
 
For contemporary sacrificial animal rituals, see William Haun,“Power in the Blood: Animal Sacrifice in 
West Africa,” Arts & Culture, International Mission Board, May 7, 2018. This has interesting detail, but 
note the missionary objective and the aim to inspire by the sacrificial blood of Jesus Christ. 
 
74 For other views on sacrificial heart removal ritual, see Vera Tiesler and Andrea Cucina, "Procedures in 
Human Heart Extraction and Ritual Meaning: A Taphonomic Assessment of Anthropogenic Marks in 
Classic Maya Skeletons," Latin American Antiquity 17, no. 4 (2006): 493–510.  
 
See also J. Marla Toyne, “Interpretations of Pre-Hispanic Ritual Violence At Tucume, Peru, From Cut 
Mark Analysis,” Latin American Antiquity 22, no. 4 (2011): 505-523. Toyne’s research on the Incas  
indicates that some, especially children sacrificed, were killed in the manner of Aztec ritual -- their still 
beating hearts were removed and offered to the huaca to whom the sacrifice was addressed. Then the 
blood of the victim was smeared on the face of the idol. 
 
75 It is an issue of energy/attention investment that patient needs to put into the work. Not everyone puts 
their heart into it. In general, the more the patient suffers/bleeds the more blood/libido they may invest.  
 
76 Apparently, “Human blood, which also contains water and iron, has a smell similar to rust…Blood, 
containing Fe2+, also gives a metallic smell when smeared on our skin. This gives rise to the “coppery” 
odour of blood, but the smell is actually derived from the skin's fatty chemicals.” David Muir, “The nose 
knows: Where does the smell of rust come from?” New Scientist, March 18, 2020. 
 
The scent of blood can both attract and repel “The coppery scent of fresh blood is known to attract 
predators. And now, scientists have pinpointed a molecule in mammal blood that plays a pivotal role in 
luring some types of animals and actively repelling others, including humans.” Mindy Weisberger, “Why 
Humans Hate the Scent of Blood (But Wolves Love It),” Livescience, November 1, 2017, 
 
77 “A sickening, overpowering, awful stench announced the presence of the unburied dead upon which 
the July sun was mercilessly shining and at every step the air grew heavier and fouler until it seemed to 
possess a palpable horrible density that could be seen and felt and cut with a knife …” Maris Fessenden, 
“A Nurse Describes the Smell of the Civil War,” Smithsonian Magazine, November 28, 2014. 
 
Execution of criminals evokes blood and sin and prayer. See Thaddeus MacCarty, “The guilt of innocent 
blood put away. A sermon,” preached at Worcester, July 2, 1778.  
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78 Drinkers of human blood are all over the world They suck the living life. See David Robson, “The 
people who drink human blood,” BBC Future, October 21, 2015. See also Endnote 29.  
 
79 See Harvey Lillywhite, “Snakes, Blood Circulation and Gravity,” Scientific American, 259, no.6 (1988): 
92-99. 
 
80 Sonu Shamdasani notes this figure’s resemblance to the bloody figure of Goddess Kali and notes 
Jung’s description in his second draft of The Red Book, where Jung writes, “Kali, however, is Salome, 
and Salome is my Soul.” Book 7, 186, fn. 106. See endnote 21 above regarding Kali’s emergence in Book 
2, 186-87. 
 
81 “Freeze someone’s blood” means, “to affect with terror or dread; horrify: a scream that froze my 
blood.” American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition. 

82 Shane Eynon, “The Black Books 1913-1932. Notebooks of Transformation,” Centre of Applied Jungian 
Studies, November 5, 2020. 

83 Since the initial writing of this piece in 2021 we are being bombarded with new images of blood and 
carnage, domestic – in bloody mass shootings – and international – in the Ukraine War --with very little 
filter. Blood continues to exert its influence in the culture with artists creating blood art, and Uber styler 
blood delivery via drones, bloody protests, marketing ploys of stars’ blood, religious relics theft, horrible 
realizations about Gaia’s destruction with microplastics in our bloodstreams and simultaneously new 
scientific advances in blood analysis technology that will save lives. For just a sense: microplastics are 
reportedly present in 80% of the blood of humans tested while new scientific technology in use since 
2021 is now identifying blood markers for 50 types of cancer. A drop of superstar blood in products like 
Nike shoes and skateboards renders them quasi-religious magical relics, while a team in China seeks to 
harness the micro-hydroelectric power of the bloodstream as a new renewable power source even as 
Pope John Paul’ II’s blood stolen from its church reliquary has yet to be recovered. The prospect of 
eternal youth through ingesting or co-streaming blood of the young leads to the potential revival of the 
startup Ambrosia to sell rejuvenating young blood to tech billionaires, and Q Anon conspiracy theories 
consider blood transgressions by elite global shadow rings trading the blood of children. Harvard 
scientists are studying blood-filled leech stomachs to track zoonotic disease migration to prevent the next 
global pandemic while monkey pox expands in the collective blood supply of humans signaling our 
devolution in the Anthropocene. Reversion to medically unsafe abortion in many U.S. states seems likely, 
and as this article goes to press Japan’s former Prime Minster Shinzo Abe has been shot, bloodied and 
killed execution style in a city of historic temples where deer roam freely. And yet, individual blood 
donors selflessly donate their precious lifeblood to the collective blood supply while the Red Cross 
declares a blood emergency due to Omicron. See the Bibliography. Amplifications into the essential 
qualities of and science of blood will resonate as we all continue the inevitable Auseinandersetzung or 
confrontation with blood.  
 
The economy plays out inequity with blood plasma sales on the rise by disadvantaged, low-income 
Americans and from immigrants at borders. The wake of Gaia destruction flows through our blood in 
microplastics even as the oceans are dripping in pollution. Drops of blood are couriered around the globe 
for ancestry analysis as we seek to know: “Who am I?” 
 
84 Joe Cambray noted that “Access to the emergent edge of development in psychotherapy is key to 
reclaiming the body-mind when working with traumatized clients:  
 
“Posttraumatic states are filled with experiences of rigidity or chaos that continue the devastation of 
trauma long past the initial overwhelming events. By integrating many domains of our experience 
within a receptive form of awareness, we develop a more connected and harmonious flow in our 
lives. Such linkages include implicit with explicit memory, left-with right-hemisphere modes of 
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processing, and mindful awareness with bodily sensation. Our minds have an innate movement 
toward integration and healing that may often be blocked after trauma.”  
 
Cambray is citing Daniel Siegel’s foreword to Pat Ogden, Kekuni Minton and Claire Paine, Trauma 
and the Body (New York & London: W.W. Norton & Company, 2006) at the 2017 Conference 
“Emergence and Imagination in the Therapeutic Field in Brain, Mind and Body: Trauma, 
Neurobiology, and The Healing Relationship.” 
 
85 Fulvio D’Acquisto discusses white blood cells and Jungian and Freudian theory, translating these ideas 
into the field of immunology noting that “one would say that innate immune cells are ‘extroverted,’ as 
they are always looking out for something new coming from the outside world and continuously engage 
with the external environment. Macrophages patrol tissues or organs, and monocytes and neutrophils 
quickly migrate to the site of infection during inflammation. Adaptive immune cells have an ‘introverted 
personality’ because of their increased concern about creating an inner experience of life events, 
especially if they have been deleterious for the host. This is what immunologists call immunological 
memory. Innate and adaptive immune cells both work toward trying to adjust the body to accommodate 
the requests of the external (the superego) and the internal (the id) environments.” D’Acquisto further 
notes, “If immune cells have different “personalities just like human beings do, one might wonder if 
there is a correlation between psychological and immunological personality.”  See Fulvio D'Acquisto, 
“Affective immunology: where emotions and the immune response converge,” Dialogues in Clinical 
Neuroscience 19, no.1 (2017): 9-19. 
 
86 Walter Boechat noted, “In his use of metaphors to compare psychic processes to biological and natural 
phenomena, Jung started to associate the appearance of psychic mandalas to an increase in leukocytes, 
the white blood cells (which are also rounded in shape!). A large quantity of white blood cells are 
produced during infections in order to combat disease and reinstate the body’s balance (the so-called 
“shift to the left” that can be observed on a haemogram). When psychic equilibrium is at risk, the 
rounded archetype of the self and symbol of totality appears to centre and restore balance.” Walter 
Boechat, The The Red Book of C.G. Jung, A Journey into Unknown Depths, Translated by Carolyn 
Hoggarth (London: Karnac Books, 2017), 81. 
 
87 See “The Components of Blood and Their Importance,” American Society of Hematology website.  
 
88 Ibid.  
 
89 Ibid.  
 
90 In the ancient physiological theory still current in the European Middle Ages and later, the four 
cardinal humours were blood, phlegm, choler (yellow bile), and melancholy (black bile); the variant 
mixtures of these humours in different persons determined their “complexions,” or “temperaments,” 
their physical and mental qualities, and their dispositions. The ideal person had the ideally proportioned 
mixture of the four; a predominance of one produced a person who was sanguine (Latin sanguis, 
“blood”), phlegmatic, choleric, or melancholic. Each complexion had specific characteristics, and the 
words carried much weight that they have since lost: e.g., the choleric man was not only quick to anger 
but also yellow-faced, lean, hairy, proud, ambitious, revengeful, and shrewd. See also Jouanna, Jacques, 
and Neil Allies, “The Legacy Of The Hippocratic Treatise The Nature Of Man: The Theory Of The Four 
Humours,” In Greek Medicine from Hippocrates to Galen: Selected Papers, edited by Philip van der 
Eijk, 335–60 (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2012).  
 
91 See “Facts About Blood and Blood Types,” American Red Cross, Blood Services website. 
 
92 Olivier Garraud, and Jean-Jacques Lefrère, “Blood and blood-associated symbols beyond medicine 
and transfusion: far more complex than first appears,” Blood Transfus. 12, no.1 (January 2014): 20. 
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Janet Carsten in her introduction to a landmark volume on the anthropology of blood asks, “What is 
blood? The many meanings of blood vividly attest to its polyvalent qualities and its unusual capacity for 
accruing layers of symbolic resonance. Life and death; nurturance and violence; connection and 
exclusion; kinship and sacrifice - the associations multiply, flowing between domains in a quite 
uncontainable manner. Whether expressed in the rhetoric of familial, racial, ethnic, or national 
exclusion, or in calls to violent action, idioms of blood often have exceptional emotional force. Drawing 
together the historical and ethnographic case studies presented in this volume - from the literal presence 
of blood in spaces of blood donation to the metaphorical deployment of sanguinary idioms in depictions 
of the economy.” Janet Carsten, “Introduction: Blood will out: essays on liquid transfers and flows,” The 
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute (2013): S1. 
 
93  Garraud, and Lefrère, “Blood and blood-associated symbols,” 20. 
 
94 Ibid., 14 
 
95 Acrylic on Canvas 39.4 x 39.4in. Collection of the author.  
 
96 Fay Bound Alberti, Matters of the heart: history, medicine, and emotion (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2010), 7; see also Charles Gross, “Brain, vision, memory: tales in the history of neuroscience 
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1999), 7, each cited in Emily Martin, “Blood and the Brain,” The Journal 
of the Royal Anthropological Institute, in Issue S1: Blood will out: essays on liquid transfers and flows 
(2013): S179. 
 
97 James’ experiments on the brains of persons with skull injury demonstrated an intra-cranial blood-
pressure response, as Emily Martin notes: 
 
“The intra-cranial blood-pressure rose immediately whenever the subject was spoken to, or when he 
began to think actively, as in solving a problem in mental arithmetic. Mosso gives in his work a large 
number of reproductions of tracings which show the instantaneity of the change of blood-supply, 
whenever the mental activity was quickened by any cause whatever, intellectual or emotional.” Martin is 
citing William James, The principles of psychology (New York: Dover) 1950 [1890]: 98-9. 
 
Martin advises, “Although James is clear about the primacy of mental activity causing increased blood 
supply, he is also clear that the brain is full of blood: [T] he brain itself is an excessively vascular organ, a 
sponge full of blood, in fact.”(citing James,  The principles, of psychology, 98). She explains, “Over the 
centuries, the brain replaced the heart as the primary site for locating the emotions. Along the way it 
became plausible to simply omit the heart's blood from the brain, to elide James's image of the brain as a 
'sponge full of blood.’” Martin, “Blood and the Brain,” S179. 
 
98 Martin notes, “It would be instructive to explore what would happen if we imagined the brain 
differently: as suffused with the blood it actually does contain, blood that might be given a more elevated 
status than a 'ladies' auxiliary' to the neurones. I would be interested in whether such a change could 
modify popular conceptions of how the brain/mind relates to the body and perhaps even how patients 
experience the trauma of a stroke or aneurysm. Images that depict the capillaries in the human brain are 
rare.” Ibid., S181. 
 
99 See Edward Morrissey, “Nothing about 'blood and soil' is American,” The Week, August 15, 2017. 
 
100 This idea of blood has also led to issues with respect to research and blood specimens connected with 
indigenous peoples in modern times.  Researchers noted that, “The Yanomami and their advocates 
argued that according to their cultural belief system, the retention of the frozen blood samples prevented 
their deceased donors from successfully departing the world. It was therefore necessary for shamans and 
elders to ritually destroy the samples to ensure the separation between the world of the living and the 
dead.”  See Emma Kowal, Ashley Greenwood and Rebekah McWhirter, “All in the Blood: A Review of 
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Aboriginal Australians’ Cultural Beliefs About Blood and Implications for Biospecimen Research,” 
Journal of Empirical Research on Human Research Ethics: An International Journal, 10, no.4 (October 
2015): 348.   
  
101 Sorceress Cagliastro, Blood Sorcery Bible Volume 1: Rituals in Necromancy (Tempe, Arizona: The 
Falcon Press, 2011), various sections. 
 
102 See Trumbull, The Blood Covenant, 69.  
 
103 Ibid., 216.  
 
104 Scientists in 2019 discovered a new type of blood vessel in our bones as one medical reporter explains, 
“It’s time to rewrite the anatomy books: a new kind of blood vessel has been discovered in our bones… 
These previously unknown vessels cross from the bones’ surface to their internal cavity and may shed 
light on bone diseases, such as osteoporosis, and conditions involving the immune system.” See Clare 
Wilson, “We’ve discovered a new type of blood vessel in our bones,” New Scientist, January 21, 2019 
 
105 105 Ibid.  
 
106 Trumbull, The Blood Covenant, 219. 
 
Ibid., 105. 
 
108 This section weaves the blood image through James Hillman’s ideas and language of imaginal practice 
after James Hillman’s Blue Fire. James Hillman, The Essential James Hillman: A Blue Fire, ed. Thomas 
Moore (London and New York: Routledge, 1990).   
 
109 See Mair Zamir, “Blood is NOT the essence of life?” Hektoen International: A Journal of Medical 
Humanities, Fall 2019. 
 
110 Researchers now know that “blood contains a treasure trove of previously unstudied biomarkers that 
could reflect the ongoing physiologic state of all tissues. Every cell in the body leaves a record of its 
physiological state in the products it sheds to the blood, either as waste or as signals to neighbouring 
cells. What some may view as a cellular refuse is really a diagnostic gold mine. So, while we write our 
myths and stories, they are being written in their truth in the blood, perhaps there may soon be a time 
when a small sample of blood will reveal an image of the physiological and pathological states of every 
tissue in the body.” Lance Liotta, Mauro Ferrari and Emanuel Petricoin, “Clinical proteomics: Written in 
blood,” Nature 425 (2003): 905.  
 
111 “In Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Nietzsche writes: “one must have chaos in one, to give birth to a dancing 
star” (“Zarathustra’s Prologue 3,” § 5, p. 46; underlined as in Jung’s copy).” Jung, The Black Books, 
Volume 5 fn. 6, 206. Stephani Stephens also notes: “Aniela Jaffé quotes Paracelsus: ‘Thus there are in 
man two bodies, one compounded of the elements, the other of the stars; therefore these two must be 
clearly distinguished from each other. In death the elemental body goes to the grave together with its 
spirit, but the ethereal bodies are consumed in the firmament.’ Jaffé expands: ‘Even after death man’s 
‘sidereal body,’ his ‘star body,’ walks and takes on the likeness of the dead.’ Aniela Jaffé, Apparitions: An 
Archetypal Approach to Death Dreams and Ghosts (Irving, TX: Spring, 1979), p. 66.” cited in Stephani 
L. Stephens, C. G. Jung and the Dead: Visions, Active Imagination and the Unconscious Terrain 
(London and New York: Routledge, 2020), 84. 
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Carl Jung, The Red Book, Liber Secundus, Image 129 
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